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Abstrak 
 
 
Klasifikasi dan perlombongan peraturan berkait adalah tugas yang signifikan dalam 
perlombongan data. Integrasi antara penemuan peraturan berkait dengan klasifikasi 
dalam perlombongan data menghasilkan  klasifikasi perkaitan. Salah satu 
kekurangan  Pengklasifikasi  Perkaitan adalah penghasilan bilangan  peraturan yang 
besar bagi mencapai kejituan klasifikasi  yang tinggi. Kajian ini memperkenalkan 
Modified Multi-class Association Rule Mining (mMCAR) yang mengandungi tiga 
prosidur; penemuan peraturan, cantasan peraturan dan pengumpukan kelas 
berdasarkan  kumpulan. Prosidur penghasilan peraturan dan cantasan peraturan 
direkabentuk untuk mengurangkan bilangan peraturan klasifikasi. Manakala, 
prosidur pengumpukan kelas berdasarkan  kumpulan menyumbang kepada  
peningkatan   kejituanklasifikasi. Eksperimen ke atas koleksi data teks  berstruktur 
dan tidak berstruktur yang diperolehi dari repositori UCI dan Reuters  dilaksanakan 
untuk menilai Pengklasifikasi Perkaitan yang dicadangkan. Pengklasifikasi mMCAR 
yang dicadangkan telah ditanda aras dengan  pengklasifikasi tradisional  dan  
Pengklasifikasi Perkaitan sedia ada. Keputusan eskperimen menunjukkan bahawa 
Pengklasifikasi Perkaitan  yang dicadangkan menghasilkan kejituan  klasifikasi yang 
 tinggi dengan  menggunakan bilangan  peraturan yang lebih kecil. Bagi koleksi data 
berstruktur, pengklasifikasi mMCAR telah menghasikan nilai purata 84.24% kejituan 
berbanding dengan MCAR yang memperolehi 84.23%. Walaupun perbezaan kejituan 
klasifikasi adalah kecil, pengkaslifikasi mMCAR hanya menggunakan 50 peraturan 
manakala kaedah penanda aras melibatkan 60 peraturan. Dalam pada itu, mMCAR 
didapati  setanding dengan MCAR apabila koleksi data tidak berstruktur digunakan. 
Kedua-dua pengklasifikasi menghasilkan 89% kejituan tetapi mMCAR menggunakan 
bilangan peraturan yang lebih kecil untuk membuat klasifikasi. Kajian ini  
menyumbang kepada domain  perlombongan teks kerana klasifikasi automatik bagi 
data yang besar dan teragih boleh membantu proses perwakilan dan capaian teks.   
 
Kata Kunci: Perlombongan data, Perlombongan teks, Klasifikasi, Klasifikasi perkaitan. 
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Abstract 
 
Classification and association rule mining are significant tasks in data mining. 
Integrating association rule discovery and classification in data mining brings us an 
approach known as the associative classification. One common shortcoming of 
existing Association Classifiers is the huge number of rules produced in order to 
obtain high classification accuracy. This study proposes s a Modified Multi-class 
Association Rule Mining (mMCAR) that consists of three procedures; rule discovery, 
rule pruning and group-based class assignment. The rule discovery and rule pruning 
procedures are designed to reduce the number of classification rules. On the other 
hand, the group-based class assignment procedure contributes in improving the 
classification accuracy. Experiments on the structured and unstructured text datasets 
obtained from the UCI and Reuters repositories are performed in order to evaluate 
the proposed Association Classifier. The proposed mMCAR classifier is 
benchmarked   against the traditional classifiers and existing Association Classifiers. 
Experimental results indicate that the proposed Association Classifier, mMCAR,  
produced  high accuracy with  a smaller number  of classification rules. For the 
structured dataset, the mMCAR produces an average of 84.24%  accuracy as 
compared to MCAR that obtains 84.23%. Even though the classification accuracy 
difference is small, the proposed mMCAR uses only 50 rules for the classification 
while its benchmark method involves 60 rules. On the other hand, mMCAR is at par 
with MCAR when unstructured dataset is utilized. Both classifiers produce 89% 
accuracy but mMCAR uses less number of rules for the classification. This study 
contributes to the text mining  domain as automatic classification of huge and widely 
distributed textual data could facilitate the text representation and retrieval  
processes. 
 
Keywords: Data mining, Text mining, Classification, Associative classification.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background   
In the field of Computer Science, data mining is one of the main phases in the 
Knowledge Discovery Database process (KDD). It involves the utilization of 
discovery algorithms and data analysis to produce particular details of patterns (or 
models) in the data under acceptable computational efficiency constraints [1-4]. The 
other phases in KDD are data cleansing, pattern evaluation, data reduction, data 
selection and visualization of the discovered information[2, 5]. In data mining, one 
of the main tasks studied is classification [5]. The main objective of classification is 
to create a model from a group of attributes where every attribute is the target 
class[6, 7]. This model is then used to forecast the classes of a new group of 
attributes [2, 8]. Classification has been  applied in many areas, for instance medical 
analysis[9], space exploration[10] and textual mining [5, 8, 11]. 
 
Text classification (TC), has been one of the popular task in text mining [12-15], and 
it involves the understanding, recognition and organization of various types of 
textual data [16]. The objective of TC is to classify an incoming textual document 
into a group. The "supervised" learning classification classifies a new document on 
predetermined input text collection [2]. TC is a multi-phase process that includes 
processing of the textual documents, classifying the document based on an algorithm 
and evaluating the produced classification model [17]. A number of dissimilar 
classification methods are used in TC and these have been adopted from data mining 
and machine learning, for instance, decision trees [10, 18, 19], Naive bayes [20-22], 
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Support Vector Machine [23-25] and neural network [26].These methods have 
mainly been investigated and used in the classification of English documents[15, 27, 
28].  
 
Alternatively, there is a method in TC that is known as  Association classification 
(AC) [29, 30], which represents a field of research in data mining that combines  
association rules discovery with classification [10, 31].The main objective of the AC 
is to build a model that is also known as classifier [32, 33], which consists of a 
specific amount of  knowledge from labelled input, with the intending purpose of  
predicting the class attribute for a test data case that is accurate as possible [34]. AC 
is a promising data mining approach, which builds more accurate classifiers than 
traditional classification technique. This made by integrating association rules 
mining with classification. 
 
The classifier is usually built based on the content of the training data set, and later   
been utilized to predict the category for new unseen document [19]. This type of 
learning is called supervised learning since the input data set contains labelled 
categories and the search for knowledge is restricted with target categories [24]. 
Multi class classification divides a training data according to class labels, for each 
class in the training dataset,  rules are built in initially from the training items 
(depend the minimum support and minimum confident) [18]. One rule may be 
associated with multiple classes, but only the class with the largest occurrence will 
be considered by multi class AC methods. 
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In the last few years, several AC algorithms have been developed such as 
Classification Passed Association Rules CPAR [35], Live and Let Live (L3G) [36], 
Multi Class Association Rule MCAR [37], CACA [38], BCAR [39], LCA  [31] and 
others. Previous studies have indicated that AC approach produces more accurate 
classifiers than others data mining approaches such as probabilistic [40], and 
decision tree [41]. AC unlike traditional data mining methods, such as neural 
network [42] and probabilistic methods [40], which produce classification models 
that are hard to understand or interpret by end-user, AC produces rules that are easy 
to understand and manipulate by end-users [37]. However, AC algorithms usually 
suffer from the exponential growth of rules which means they derive large number of 
rules which make the resulting classifiers outsized and consequently limit their use 
and it may be affiant to understand and maintain them. 
 
Several AC techniques have been proposed in recent years such as CBA [43], CAEP 
[29] , CMAR [30] , Negative-Rules [44], CPAR [35], Negative-Rules [45] , MMAC 
[46] , 2-PS [116] , MCAR [37], CACA [38], ACCF , and BCAR [39]. These 
techniques use several different approaches rules discover, rank rules, rule prune and 
rule prediction. 
 
Data mining classification, there was only one data format in AC inherited from 
association rule mining called horizontal [43]. In the horizontal data format, created 
by the Apriori algorithm authors [47]. Apriori algorithm use multiple data scans 
when searching for frequent item sets which leads to high computation time. On the 
other hand, few association rule mining algorithms use the vertical format [48, 49]. 
The advantage of vertical data representation is when the cardinality of the 
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transactions identification (tid-list) becomes very large, intersection time gets larger 
as well. This happens particularly for large and correlated transactional databases.  
 
Many rule pruning procedures have been employed in AC to reduce the size of the 
classifiers, some of which have been brought from decision trees like pessimistic 
estimation [50] and others from probabilities like Chi-square (χ2)[51]. These pruning 
methods are used while building the classifier, for instance, an early pruning, which 
removes rule items that do not survive the support threshold, like database coverage 
[43]. The rule pruning is responsible about the classifier size (number of rule).  
 
AC has deferent Class prediction or class assignment approaches [36, 37, 39], to 
appropriate class labels to test case, single rule prediction use one rule to apply in all 
the test cases, while the other methods use group rule prediction to test case, the 
single and group rule prediction use the higher rule ranked in the classifier to apply 
in the test case. 
 
The AC approach uses association rule mining to discover the Classification 
Association Rules (CARs) [10]. The problems in AC during the discovery process, a 
large number of rules are produced. These rules were redundant especially when the 
support threshold that is used is very low [31]. Hence, the support threshold is the 
key factor, which controls the number of rules produced in AC. Based on that, the 
number of extracted rules are small if the support value is high. Thus, the rules are 
excluded with the high assurance rule, which may lead to discard the essential 
knowledge even though it will be helpful in the classification stage. Based on above, 
the support threshold is set to a very small value to solve this problem. Nevertheless, 
a large number of rules are generated, even though many of the rules are useless, 
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because they hold assurance values and low support. Several problems may occur 
due to the large number of rules such and this include over fitting [52, 53].  
 
Furthermore, another problem in AC method is the removal of redundant rules is 
able to make the classification procedure more effective and accurate [54, 55]. It is 
not always helpful to get a large number of rules when classify a new test document 
since this may require long prediction time.  
 
There is a great chance to have more than one rule contradicting each other in the 
answer class. In the data mining, the primary aim for classification is predicting the 
class labels of test cases, which can be classified into two main categories.  The first 
category makes the prediction based on multiple rules [10, 35, 56], while the second 
category makes the prediction based on the highest precedence single rule applicable 
to the test case [43, 56, 57]. The problem of a single rule prediction is that it will 
specifically use when there is just single rule applicable to the test case, but there 
could be multiple rules applicable to the test case making the decision questionable. 
The main advantage of using multiple rules to predict are rules to contribute the 
class, which can limit the chance of every single rule for predicting all test the cases 
to satisfy the  rules.  
 
The main goal of this study is to develop a text classifier based on association 
classification. Particularly, the study presents an efficient method for discovering 
rules based on intersection sequence that requires only one database scan to generate 
rules from text collection. Furthermore, the need of progress a new rule pruning 
method to remove redundant rules (rules that lead to incorrect classification). And 
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later, develop a new prediction method that classifies unseen documents into correct 
categories. 
 
1.2 Research Motivation  
Association Classification (AC) is one the methods in data mining that has been 
effectively used to solve the real world categorization issues such as image 
processing [58], medical diagnoses [59, 60] and bioinformatics [61]. A number of 
experimental studies have shown that Association classification is a more accurate 
method in building classification model [43, 62, 63]. Furthermore, Association 
classification model produces rules, which may not be discovered using traditional 
classification algorithms SVM [23] KNN [22] C4.5 [41]; rule sample was attached 
in appendix C. The AC generates “If-Then” rules which are more comprehensible 
and controllable for end-users [63, 64].  
 
The applicability of AC classification approach is mainly due to several  advantages 
offered by this approach such as the simplicity of the produced classification model 
(classifier), a high prediction accuracy and the easy maintenance of the classifier 
where rules can be easily sorted, added and detached [8, 65]. 
 
1.3 Research Problem 
AC approach usually produces more accurate classifiers than classic classification 
data mining approaches [36, 37, 39]. It is a data mining approach that have been 
studied  extensively in the last decade and applied in various real world application 
domains including medical diagnoses [66],  market basket analysis [67], security 
[68] and others. However, for unstructured textual data, AC mining has not yet 
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being thoroughly explored due to the representation complexity and the high 
dimensional of textual data. Therefore, mining unstructured and high dimensional 
data sets like Reuter [69] while using AC approach is a challenge.  
 
One common shortcoming of most existing AC algorithms [31, 46, 70-73] is the 
massive number of rules produced by the classifier. In particular, the number of 
rules that might be generated in an association rule mining phase could reach 
thousands if not tens of thousands [27, 46, 74, 75]. Such a huge number becomes 
impractical and thus can limit their use in applications such as medical diagnoses 
and text categorization. This is due to utilized rule pruning methods such as 
database coverage [43] or lazy pruning [34]. Examples of AC that implement these 
methods includes the CPAR [35],  CBA [43] and MCAR [37]. These AC classifiers   
produce either a high accuracy but with large size of classifier or a small set of rules 
that generates low classification accuracy. The MCAR [37], in particular,  obtained 
such result due to three factors;  a single form of data representation (i.e vertical 
layout),  a rigid rule pruning method  that relies on both the precedent and 
antecedent of a rule,  and a single rule  prediction.  
 
This study discusses means on improving the MCAR by proposing a rule discovery 
method that reduces dimensionality through data representation. This is later 
complimented by a pruning method which eliminates redundant rules. We also 
provide a procedure of multiple rule prediction that enhances the classification 
accuracy while the number of rules is minimized. 
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1.4 Research Questions 
Based on the issues highlighted above, this research will seek to answer the 
following questions: 
 How can existing AC methods be improved in order to produce less 
number of rules without reducing the prediction accuracy? 
 Will reducing the number of rules have an impact on the model’s 
accuracy? 
 Will a change in the class assignment methodology contribute to the 
prediction rate of the classification model?  
 
1.5 Research Objectives  
The main goal of this research is to develop a text classifier based on multi-class 
association rule mining. In order to achieve such goal, this research needs to 
accomplish the following:   
 To design a rule discovery algorithm based on intersection of transactions 
identification (TID-list), represented using vertical and horizontal data 
layout to reduce data scanning, which in turn reduces computational time. 
 To design a rule pruning algorithm based on database coverage pruning 
method that eliminates redundant rules and reduces number of rules. 
 To design a group based class prediction algorithm that enhances 
classifier accuracy. 
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1.6  Research Scope  
The scope of this research focus on both structured and unstructured textual 
collections. For unstructured data set, the Reuters-21578, which is a commonly used  
text collection in data mining [69] that contains 21578 Reuter's news documents is 
utilized. The news documents in this data set are about different subjects such as 
'people', 'places' and 'topics'. The total number of categories is 672. For the structured 
data sets, we have selected fourteen data sets from UCI data repository [76] that have 
different number of training cases and attributes.  
The proposed AC algorithm is evaluated by comparing its results with existing AC 
and rule-based classification algorithms such as C4.5, MCAR and PART. The bases 
of the comparison are textual evaluation measures test that includes accuracy and the 
number of rules for the structured data sets (UCI data), as well as the unstructured 
data set (Reuters). 
 
1.7 Research Contributions 
A summary of the contributions of this research are as follows: 
1. An AC data mining algorithm that operates on structured and unstructured 
data. 
2. A rule discovery algorithm that uses TID-list intersection to reduce time for 
create frequent rule item. 
3. A rule pruning algorithm that reduces the size of the classifier.  
4. A rule prediction algorithm that improves classification accuracy by 
developing new group of rules if relevant. 
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1.8 Thesis Organization  
This thesis is organized into 6 chapters including this chapter. The following 
paragraphs provide brief descriptions of the remaining chapters of this thesis. 
Chapter Two includes literature review on the classification and association rule 
discovery approaches in data mining. It is also discusses various approaches used by 
AC to discover frequent item, rule pruning and prediction method.  
 
Chapter Three presents the research methodology of this research, which describes 
the methods and tools that were used in this research, moreover, describes the 
experimental phases for the performance association classification algorithms.  
 
Chapter Four presents the proposed Modified Multi Class Association Rule 
(mMCAR). The chapter should illustrate detailed experimental on UCI data 
collection and Reuters. Through this chapter will determine all the steps of 
experimental, and identify clearly the methods that will be used in the experimental.  
    
Chapter Five Presents the results for the experiments conducted for structured and 
unstructured data. 
Structured data use UCI data sets, for unstructured Reuters-21578 dataset. The 
evaluation measure will be number of accuracy number or rule and computational 
time and breakeven point. 
 
Chapter Six, Provide a summary of the entire thesis, including the research 
contribution and gives suggestions for the direction of possible future works with 
regards to this research. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
RELATED WORK 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter  introduces  the essential concepts related to the concerns of this 
research as well as discusses related work relevant to this  research. In doing so this 
chapter will focus on the  following six main categories;  In first section, data pre-
processing will identify the methods to process the unstructured data. In text 
classification section, will introduce the most popular approaches, then will be 
describe the techniques that used to assess the classifier in the section of evaluation 
measures in text classification. Furthermore, Association classification section 
reviews association classificatioon approaches which iclude association rules   
btechniques, pruning methods in Association classification and the prediction 
methods. 
 
2.2 Data pre-processing 
The first process in TC involves the transformation of documents which are called 
unstructured data; this is done by doing a bag word [77, 78] which removes any 
unnecessary data and numerical vector representation [79] to represent the data 
numerically, to makes it suitable for the learning algorithm and classification task. 
The next two sub-sections discuss these two methods. 
 
2.2.1 A Bag of Word Representation 
The most basic way of representing documents in a structured form is through 
representing documents in a structured form is through the “bag of words” method.  
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A ‘bag of words” is a set of words which are not ordered and inconsistent in their 
size, depending on the length of a given document. A bag of words is denoted by Djc 
= {Wj1, Wj2, Wj3,…,Wjn} where j is an index of a particular document and n is the size 
of the set of words. The transformation of a document into a bag of words involves 
three steps [77]. The first step is called Tokenisation, whereby the document is 
segmented into tokens by white space.  The second step, called stemming involves 
the conversion of each token into its root (stemming). For example, plural nouns are 
changed into singular forms and past tense verbs are changed into their root. Finally, 
the last step called stop word elimination, involves removing words which perform 
just grammatical functions regardless of the content of the text. These words contain 
prepositions, conjunctions, particles, auxiliary verbs, and so on. When these three 
steps are completed, a structured list of words representing a document is produced. 
 
2.2.2 A Numerical Vector Representation 
When an unstructured document is represented in structured form, each distinct word 
corresponds to a feature and the number of times a particular word occurs in the 
document corresponds to its value. The words, which are selected as features of the 
numerical vectors, are denoted by W1, W2…, Wn.  However, this representation 
scheme results in very high-dimensional feature spaces which may contain 10,000 
dimensions or more[79]. Thus, in order to avoid unnecessarily large feature vectors, 
researchers have  suggested several methods for feature selection, such as mutual 
information[80], chi-square[80], frequency based method [80], and information 
theory based method[81].  
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Three common methods are used to define feature values in numerical vectors. The 
first method uses a binary value that is, zero or one, for each word. Zero indicates the 
absence of the word while one indicates the presence of the word in a given 
document. The second method uses the frequency of every word in each document 
as its value. In this way, each element is an integer. The third  method  uses the 
weight of each word, wk (1≤ k≤ n), as a feature value, based on any term weighting 
method such as Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) or Weighted Inverse Document 
Frequency (WIDF)  [82, 83]. The next two sub-sections will discuss the nature of 
term weighting approaches and feature selection methods. 
 
2.2.2.1 Term Weighting  
Term weighting, an important issue in TC, has been widely investigated in 
information retrieval (IR) [51, 84, 85]. Term weighting refers to value given to a 
term in order to reflect the significance of that term in the document. 
 
A.  Term Frequency  
Tokunaga [82] defined Term Frequency as the simplest term weighting methods 
which is applied to examine the significance of each term in a given document. It is 
assumed that by using TF method, the term has a value relative to the number of 
times occur. Usually, for a term t and a document d, the following equation is used to 
calculate the weight of t in d:        
W (d, t) = TF (d, t)   (2.1) 
According to Rijsbergen [86] that the TF method can be used to enhance the TC and 
IR assessment measure called recall.  Recall is represented in the form of an equation 
(2.13). 
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B.  Inverse Document Frequency  
While TF reflects the importance of a term in a single document, however, it does 
not reflect the occurrence of a term in a set of documents. In this regard the Inverse 
Document Frequency method (IDF) offers a solution. Inverse Document Frequency 
(IDF), means the importance of each term is inversely proportional to the number of 
documents that contain that term.  
Equation 2.2 defines the IDF when the term t is within n documents as following:  
IDF (t) = log (N/n)                      (2.2)                            
 
Slaton combined the TF and IDF [87] in terms of mass and this approach resulted in 
better performance when compared to other techniques. The combination of product  
TF IDF is given in equation (2.3) 
 
W(d, t) =TF (t).IDF (t)   (2.3) 
 
C. Weighted Inverse Document Frequency  
One of the weaknesses of IDF is Binary Counting [20]. Binary counting treats each 
term in the documents equally. This weakness can be overcome through the 
Weighted Inverse Document Frequency (WIDF) algorithm.  The WIDF of a term t in 
a document d is given as:   



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tiTF
tdTF
tdWIDF
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                         (2.4) 
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Where TF(d ,t) is the occurrence of t in d, and i indicates  the range over the 
documents in the collection D. However, during the collection to the normalized 
term frequency, WIDF weight of a term is given as: 
W (d, t) =WIDF (d, t)   (2.5) 
Based on that, it is pertinent to note that studies on the above mentioned term 
weighting approaches have indicated that these approaches have produced good 
results when used on English text collections [20, 82, 88]. 
 
2.2.2.2 Feature Selection and Dimensionality Reduction 
This procedure refers to a process of selecting the best K terms as a subset of the 
terms occurring in the training set and using only this subset as features in TC. This 
procedure results in the achievement of two main goals. Firstly, it trains more 
efficiently through decreasing the high dimensionality of the effective vocabulary. 
Secondly, it frequently increases classification correctness by removing rare 
terms[20]. There are many attribute selection methods available such as Document 
Frequency (DF), Information Gain (IG) [89], and Chi-square Testing (χ2) [90]. The 
following sub-sections will discuss these methods. 
 
A.  Chi-square Testing     
Snedecor [90] stated that the chi-square testing (χ2) is “a well-known discrete data 
hypothesis testing method in statistics”. It determines if the variables are correlated 
or independent by assessing the correlation between two variables. The 
independence test, implemented to a population of subjects will determine whether 
the variables a negatively correlated or vice versa. Thus, the following equation (2.6) 
can be defined by the χ2 value for each term t in a category c accordingly:  
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Where C is the number of documents in c not containing t, the total number of 
training documents is N.  A  refers to the number of documents in c containing t, and 
B is the number of documents not in c containing t, while D is the number of 
documents not in c not containing t. χ2 . This test was used by Yang and Padersen 
[80]  in TC and showed promising results. 
  
B.  Information Gain  
Information Gain (IG) is a method commonly used to measure goodness in machine 
learning. The goodness value  refers to the amount of information gained when a 
prediction is conducted with the presence or absence of a term in a 
document.measure in the field of machine learning [89, 91]. It measures the amount 
of information gained for category prediction as a function of the presence or 
absence of a term in a document. IG is formulated in the following equation: 2.7. 
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(2.7) 
 In this equation m is the number of categories, P(ci) is the probability of  the 
category ci. 
  P(t,ci) is the joint probability of the category ci and the occurrence of the 
term t. 
  P(t) is the probability that the term t occurs in a document, and P( t ) is the 
probability that the term t does not occur in a document. 
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2.2.2.3 Document Frequency  
The Document Frequency (DF) method basically measures how many documents 
contain a particular word. To do this, it is necessary to compute the DF for each 
unique term in the training documents and remove those terms whose DF is lower 
than a predetermined threshold.  The selection of frequently occurring words will 
improve the chances that these features will be presented in future test cases.  In a 
study carried out by Yang and Pedersen[80], it was shown that DF performance is 
better than Mutual Information. However, it is often dominated by IG and Chi square 
measures. 
 
The previous sections have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of the 
various procedures available in data mining. The next section will proceed to review 
learning Approaches to text categorization.  
 
2.3 Text Classification   
In the field of data mining and machine learning a number of Text Classification 
(TC) approaches exist., These approaches include Decision Trees [41], Support 
Vector Machine [92], Naïve Bayes [40], and Neural Network [26]. In the next sub-
sections, TC methods will be discussed.  
 
2.3.1 K-nearest Neighbor  
KNN is a statistical classification approach, which has been intensively studied in 
prototype detection for over four decades. KNN has been successfully applied to TC 
problems [93-95] and shows promising results when compared to other statistical 
approaches such as Baysian based Network [6, 96].  
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The KNN algorithm is quite simple. In a given situation of training and testing 
documents, the KNN algorithm will proceed to find the k-nearest neighbours amid 
the training documents, as well as uses the categories of the k-neighbours to weight 
the category of the test document. The evaluation scores of every neighbour 
document to the test document are used as a weight of the categories of the 
neighbouring document. If many k-nearest-neighbours share a category, then the pre-
neighbour weights of that category are added together, and the resulting weighted 
sum is used as the probability score of that category with respect to the test 
document. By sorting the scores of the candidates’ categories, a ranked list is 
obtained for the test document [80, 93].  
 
Actually, the value of K is fixed beforehand in the traditional kNN algorithm, while, 
the big classes will overwhelm small ones if k is too large. According to Jirng [97] 
refers that the advantage of kNN algorithm, which could make use of many experts, 
will not be exhibited k is too small, actually, could make use of many experts. Other 
issues in kNN are similarity and distance measures, computational complexity, 
dimension reduction feature selection [98]. KNN requires more time for classifying 
objects when a large number of training examples are given. KNN should select 
some of them by computing the distance of each test objects with all of the training 
examples. Practically Othman [99] compared five algorithms of classification using 
breast cancer dataset. The mean of total Error for K-nearest Neighbour was 
32.3840% and Root Relative Squared Error 79.496%, the time taken to create the 
classifier 0.81 second. 
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2.3.2 Naive Bayesian  
As indicated by Thabtah [20] and  Hadi [100] Naive Bayesian is a simple 
probabilistic classifier based on applying Baye's theorem [101]. It is a predictive, 
easy and language independent method [102, 103].  
 
In the study conducted by Othman [99] five algorithms of classification using breast 
cancer dataset were compared., Using the Bayesian classifier, the Mean Absolute 
Error for NB was  22.2878 % and Root Relative Squared Error 65.1135 %.  The time 
taken to create the classifier is 0.19 seconds. 
 
NB classifier is not very robust to classify noise since independence of the attributes 
is not preserved. problem related to NB is its inability to classify noise [104]. 
 
2.3.3 Decision Trees 
According to Quinlan [41], the most popular decision tree learning program is C4.5.  
This approach begins by selecting the best attribute as a root node, where each 
branch of the root corresponds to one of its possible value. The process is then 
repeated on each branch until no examples are left in the training data set. In order to 
decide which attribute is to be selected at each step, information gain (IG) is used 
[89]. The attribute with the highest gain is chosen as the node. In an informal 
situation, IG measures how good an attribute separates the training set with respect 
to the class labels. Therefore, the higher the gain, the better the separation resulting 
from classifying training examples on the associated attribute. In a formal situation, 
IG provides equations for computing information gain Joachims [79] Mitchell[91] 
applied C4.5 and other TC methods in two data sets, and the results showed that the 
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C4.5 procedure produced competitive results if compared with other methods such as 
KNN[93], SVM[92] Rocchio [105].  
 
In the study conducted by Othman [99] the Mean Absolute Error for Decision Tree 
was 39.2681% and Root Relative Squared Error 73.57%. The time taken to create 
the classifier 0.23 seconds. 
 
In classification, while the aim of reducing the error rate to zero, requires a long 
training phase, which may deteriorate in general performance of the resulted 
classifier on test data objects. The general description of the over fitting problem, 
which can occur due to many reasons such as a noise among the training objects or 
limited number of training data objects  [106]. In decision tree algorithms for 
instance, it is possible to construct a highly accurate decision tree for the training 
data, but, during the construction of the tree it is usually useful to stop the building 
process early in “order to generalise the performance of the outcome on test data 
objects. Therefore, pruning approaches like pre-pruning and post-pruning [18] have 
been widely used during building decision trees” in order to provide accurate 
performance on test data and to avoid over fitting the training data very well.  
 
2.3.4 Support Vector Machine  
Support Vector Machine SVM was introduced by Vapnik, [92] as a class of 
supervised machine learning techniques.  It is based on the principle of structural risk 
minimisation. In linear classification, SVM creates a hyper plane that separates the 
data into two sets with the maximum-margin. A hyper plane with the maximum-
margin has the distance from the hyper plane to points when the two sides are equal. 
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In mathematical terms, SVMs learn the sign function )sign()( bwxxf  , where w 
is a weighted vector in
nR . SVMs find the hyper plane bwxy  by separating the 
space 
nR  into two half-spaces with the maximum-margin.  Linear SVMs can be 
widespread for non-linear problems. To do so, the data is mapped into another space 
H  and the linear SVM algorithm is performed over this new space. In recent times 
SVM has been successfully used on TC [79] and they produce better results with 
reference to accuracy when compared to other machine learning techniques such as 
NB, decision trees, and KNN. support vector machine (SVM) problems the high-
dimensional classification [107].  
 
There are main two issues in SVM. First, it is applicable to only binary 
classification. If a multiple classification problem is given, it must be decomposed 
into multi binary classification problems using SVM. The second issue is the sparse 
distribution, representing documents into numerical vectors, training examples 
generates zero values very frequently and since inner products of its input vector 
[108]. 
 
2.4 Evaluation Measures in Text Classification 
Most existing TC techniques use the popular error-rate method [42,149,150] to 
estimate the effectiveness of their classifiers. Basically, the classifier predicts the 
class of a test data case, which is an error if not counted, and right or success if it is 
counted. However, the overall error on the data is gotten when the total number of 
cases in a test data is divided into number of error cases. Hence, prediction accuracy 
is measured by the error-rate of a classifier on a test data set. 
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Precision is a method for evaluation used in TC. Moreover, in the IR field, the 
precision was presented together with the Recall method [86].  Recall and Precision 
work as follows: as the first step, they have a query through a collection of 
objects/documents. Several of the objects relate to the query and some of other 
objects are not. It can make two kinds of mistakes that are false negatives and false 
positives. Precision measures the proportion of correct answers from all those that 
were retrieved while recall measures the proportion of correct answers retrieved 
from the set of all correct answers.  
 
Generally and with respect to a given query, documents can be divided into four 
different sets as shown in Table 2.1.  
YX
X

precision      (2.8) 
and  
ZX
X

recall     (2.9) 
 
Table 2.1 
Documents possible sets based on a query in IR 
 
 
 
 
In the case of classification problems in data mining, precision functions similarly to 
accuracy and problems can be described in terms of class by class or globally. 
However, to derive precision, the number of cases classified in the class can divide 
the number of correct classifications, within each class. In the test, the total number 
Iteration Relevant Irrelevant 
Documents Retrieved X Y 
Documents not Retrieved Z W 
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of cases set can divide the number of correct classifications, which will refer to the 
precision. Nevertheless, recall method shows better results when is performed class-
by-class. For example, the number of cases divides the correct classifications, which 
should have been classified in that class to obtain recall. 
 
Provost and Kohavi [109], proposed a universal method called confusion matrix in 
the case of  binary classification that count the cost of wrong prediction. Confusion 
matrix is like a precision and recall methods in that it consist of information about 
actual and predicted classifications carried out by the classifier. The performance of 
the resultant classifier is commonly evaluated using the data in the matrix.  
 
Table 2.1 illustrates a confusion matrix where “Documents Retrieved” and 
“Relevant” represent the class “yes” while “Documents not Retrieved” and 
“Irrelevant” represent class “no”. In Table 2.1, “X” corresponds to what is so called 
true-positive and represents the number of cases when the predicted outcome 
matches the actual class for class “yes”. “Y” represents the outcome when it is 
incorrectly predicted as “no” when it is in fact “yes” and is called false-positive. “Z” 
represents the outcome when it is incorrectly predicted as “yes”, when it is in fact 
“no” and is called false-negative. Lastly, “W” is known as true-negative and 
represents the number of cases where the predicted outcome matches the actual class 
for “no”. The accuracy on a data set can be obtained by adding the values of “X” and 
“W” from the confusion matrix of that data set.  
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On the whole, TC researches, including those carried out by [20, 39, 79, 93] use the 
error-rate (accuracy) method. In addition through using Precision, Recall, and F1 the 
effectiveness of their classifiers is improved. 
 
2.5 Association Classification 
Association Classification (AC) is based on the association of rules. It is an 
integration of the two significant data mining tasks, namely, association and 
classification. The AC approach works in the following way. Firstly, all rules that 
satisfy user-specified restrictions (minsupp, minconf), are produced using an 
association rule mining algorithm. However, since the number of rules generated run 
into several thousands, and furthermore many of them are both redundant and not 
discriminative among the classes, they need to be pruned using pruning procedure(s). 
At this stage a number of rules can be reduced. The rules that are left are the 
interesting ones that will form a model (classifier) used to classify new data. 
However, each one of the classifiers should have a defaulting rule which is useful 
when no classifiers rule preserve to be used. 
 
If ruleitems satisfy minsupp they are said to be frequent ruleitems. In general, the 
item has passes minsupp in association rule mining will be known as a frequent item 
set. If the frequent itemset consists of only a single attribute value, it is said to be a 
frequent 1-itemset.  
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Table 2.2 
Training Data 
 
 
 
For example, with a minsupp of 20%, the frequent 1-itemset in Table 2.1 are < (AT1, 
z1)>, < (AT1, z2)>, < (AT2, w1)>, < (AT2, w2)> and < (AT2, w3)>.  A ruleitem is a 
combination of itemsets and a class label in the form T1, T2 …Tm →c where Ti is a 
set of itemsets and c is a class. If a ruleitem is passing confident, then it is called an 
accurate ruleitems.  
 
It is the case that at present, AC methods generate frequent ruleitems  by  scanning a 
few times over the training data set. However, with the first time scan will identify 
the support of 1- ruleitems then to be frequent in the previous scan they start with the 
ruleitems that are found, so as to generate new possible frequent ruleitems that 
increase more attribute values. In other words, frequent 1- ruleitems is used to 
discover frequent 2- ruleitems, and frequent 2- ruleitems is the input for the 
discovery of frequent 3- ruleitems and so forth. After all the frequent ruleitems have 
been discovered, based on algorithms of association rules, the process of 
Row# AT1 AT2 Class 
1 Z1 W1 P1 
2 Z1 W2 P2 
3 Z1 W1 P2 
4 Z1 W2 P1 
5 Z2 W1 P2 
6 Z2 W1 P1 
7 Z2 W3 P2 
8 Z1 W3 P1 
9 Z2 W4 P1 
10 Z3 W1 P1 
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classification is carried out. Thus, extracting a complete set of class-association-rules 
(CAR) from those frequent ruleitems that excused the minconf threshold. 
 
Liu [43] proposed one of the first algorithms to combine association rules with 
classification. In fact, there are two main phases in the process, Apriori algorithm 
[47] is implemented in phase one to discover frequent ruleitems, and stage two 
involves building the classifier. Experimental results indicate that the approach 
developed in [43] produced rules which are competitive to popular learning methods 
like decision trees [41].  
 
It has been pointed out that when classification and association rule mining are 
combined, it is possible to  produce efficient and accurate classification systems[43, 
46] . This is evidenced by the fact that a number of empirical studies have shown 
that AC is often capable of building more accurate classification systems compared 
to traditional classification techniques. [34, 43, 46, 52, 110, 111]. In addition, AC 
create rules being easy to recognize and influence by end-users, unlike neural 
network and probabilistic approaches which are produce classification models that 
are hard to understand or interpret by end-users, when the association classification 
models generates IF Then rules which are more comprehensible and controllable for 
end user. However, one shortcoming of AC algorithms is that they have been 
investigated mainly on classic classification benchmarks such as UCI Archives [76], 
which are simple and medium sized data sets. In other words, AC has yet to be 
applied on large and complex data collections such as TC in order to evaluate its 
effectiveness and efficiency. Thus, one of the ultimate objectives of this thesis is to 
extend existing AC approach on large and unstructured data collections (TC).  
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Several AC techniques have been proposed in recent years, such as CBA [43], CAEP 
[29], CMAR [30], ARC-AC [44], CPAR [35], MMAC [46] , 2-PS (Qian et al.,2005), 
MCAR [37], CACA [38], ACCF [112], BCAR [39], and ACN [45]. These 
techniques use several different approaches to discover rules, prune redundant and 
classify new test cases. The next sub-sections present a survey of common 
Association algorithms in data mining. 
 
2.5.1 Classification Based on Association Rule  
One of the earliest studies that illustrated the utilisation of association rule in 
classification benchmarks is Classification Based on Association Rule (CBA)[43]. 
The CBA  implements the Apriori algorithm [47] to discover frequent ruleitems. 
This stage is called candidate generation. The frequent ruleitems are (<attributes, 
values>, class) that exceeds minsupp. Then, these frequent ruleitems are used to 
produce the complete set of CARs, which are then used to form the classifier. This 
stage is called classifier building.  
 
There are various processes involved in candidate generation (Apriori algorithm) and 
the classifier building steps of CBA. In the candidate generation stage, the search for 
frequent 1- ruleitems is first carried out following which the disjoint frequent 1- 
ruleitems are combined to form candidate 2- ruleitems. This process is repeated until 
no more frequent ruleitems can be found. In fact, CBA focuses on a special subset of 
association rules whose right-hand-side is restricted to the class attribute. The CARs 
are rules whose consequents are limited to the class label in a form A→ci where A is 
an attribute value and ci is a possible class. 
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Furthermore, the CBA classifier is created when CARs are first produced following 
which, a subset is chosen to form the classifier.  The algorithm first ranks all the 
derived CARs according to the ranking procedure. The rule gets an opportunity to be 
inserted into the classifier if it correctly covers at least one training data case.  If a 
rule is inserted into the classifier, all cases inside the training data that are covered by 
the inserted rule are removed. This process is stopped when all training data cases 
are covered by some rules or all candidate rules are used. When this happens, the 
majority class among all cases left in the training data is selected as the default class.  
 
The CBA uses only a single minimum support in rule generation, which is 
inadequate for unbalanced class distribution, and classification data often contains a 
huge number of rules, which may cause combinatorial explosion. For many datasets, 
the rule generator is unable to generate rules with many conditions, while such rules 
may be important for accurate classification. 
 
2.5.2 Multi-class Classification based on Association rule   
The Multi-class Classification based on Association rule (MCAR) [37] focuses on  
the rule ranking scheme which ensures that rules with high assurance are kept for 
prediction. MCAR consists of two major stages, namely, rules production and 
classifier building. 
 
In the first stage, “the training data set is scanned once in order to discover frequent 
one-ruleitems, and then MCAR combines the ruleitems generated to produce 
candidate ruleitems that involve more attributes. Any ruleitem with support and 
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confidence larger than minsupp and minconf, respectively, is created as a candidate 
rule. In the second stage, the rules created are used to build a classifier based on their 
effectiveness on the training data set. Only rules that cover a certain number of 
training cases are kept in the classifier.”  
 
MCAR continues with two type of data, integers and real [113]. Through the scan, 
frequent 1-ruleitems are determined, and their occurrences in the training data 
(rowIds) are indexed inside an array in a vertical format. In addition, classes and 
their frequencies are indexed in an array. Any ruleitem that fails to pass the support 
threshold is discarded. MCAR drive the produced function to locate frequent 
ruleitems of size k by appending disjoint frequent itemsets of size k-1 and 
intersecting their rowIds. Based on above, the frequent ruleitems detection method in 
work by MCAR scans the training data set for counting the frequencies of 1-
ruleitems in order to determine those that hold enough support. 
 
Furthermore, the result of a simple intersection between rowIds of two itemsets gives 
a set, which holds the rowIds where both itemsets happened together in the training 
data. This set along with the class array, can hold the class labels of frequencies and 
is used during the first scan, can be created to count the support and self-confidence 
of the new ruleitem that results from the intersection. The produce function is 
increase iteratively for every set of frequent itemsets produced at iteration K in order 
to produce probable frequent ruleitems at iteration K+1. As [114] [36] point out, 
since the number of rules generated by AC can be large, it is important to select a 
suitable rule set for forming the classifier.  
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Generally, in AC, the rule ranking is based on the cardinality of the rule’s 
antecedent, support, and confidence. The advantage of MCAR is that it contributes 
further to previous rule ranking approaches by looking at the class distribution 
frequencies in the training data and prefers rules that are associated with dominant 
classes.  
 
The strength of MCAR is its ability to generate rules with multiple classes from data 
sets where each data objects is associated with just a single class. 
 
2.5.3 Classification based on Multiple Association Rules  
According to Li [30], another AC algorithm that selects and analyses the correlation 
between high confidence rules, instead of relying on a single rule is the 
Classification based on Multiple Association Rules CMAR algorithm. It stores rules 
in a prefix tree data structure known as a CR-tree. The CR-tree store all rules in a 
descending order depend of the rule frequency of their attribute values appearing in 
the rule occurred. The first rule is generated; it will be inserted into the CR-tree as a 
path from the root node. Its support, confidence and class are stored at the last node 
in the path. When the second rule is inserted into the tree and it contains common 
features with another existing rule in the tree, the path of the existing rule is extended 
to reflect the addition of the new rule. 
 
The CMAR uses a set of related rules to make a prediction decision by evaluating 
the correlation among them. The CMAR algorithm adopts the chi-square testing in 
its rules discovery step. When a rule is found, CMAR tests whether its body is 
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positively correlated with the class. If a positive correlation is found, CMAR keeps 
the rule, otherwise the rule is discarded.  
 
In addition, a new prefix tree data structure called CR-tree which handles the set of 
rules generated and speeds up the retrieval process of a rule has been introduced. The 
CR-tree has proven to be effective in saving storage since many condition parts of 
the rules are shared in the tree. Experimental tests using CMAR [30], CBA [43] and 
C4.5[18] on different data sets[76] have shown that the classifiers generated by 
CMAR are more accurate than those of C4.5 and CBA on 50% of the benchmark 
problems considered. Furthermore, the results revealed that 50%-60% of space can 
be saved in the main memory using the CR-tree when compared to CBA. 
 
Scan the training data two times will give the time consumed to find the complete set 
of rules that meet certain support and confidence thresholds, and then it scans the 
training data set again to construct an FP-tree. 
 
2.5.4 Classification based on Predictive Association Rule  
Another AC algorithm called Classification based on Predictive Association Rule 
Classification based on Predictive Association Rule (CPAR) is also available for 
data mining according to Yin and Han [35]. Quinlan and Cameron-Jones [18] stated 
that, CPAR adopts FOIL in generating the rules from data sets, to find the best rule 
condition that generates the biggest gain between the available ones in the data set. It 
condition is identified; the weights of the positive examples associated with it will be 
deteriorated by a multiplying factor. This procedure will be repetitive until all 
positive examples in the training dataset are covered. The searching process for the 
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best rule condition is the largely time consuming process of CPAR since the gain for 
each possible item wants to be calculated in order to find out the best item gain. In 
the rules generation process, CPAR derives not only the best condition but also all 
similar ones since there are often more than one attribute item with similar gain. It 
has been claimed that CPAR improves the efficiency of the rule generation process if 
compared with popular methods such as CMAR [30] and CBA[43]. 
 
The CPAR hence generates and tests more rules than traditional rule-based 
classifiers to avoid missing important rules, and uses expected accuracy to evaluate 
each rule and uses the best k rules in prediction to avoid overfitting. 
 
2.5.5 Multi-class, Multi-label Association Classification Approach  
According to Thabtah [46], the MMAC algorithm is considered the only multi-label 
algorithm in AC. It consists of three stages, namely, rules generation, recursive 
learning and classification. In the first stage, it scans the training data to discover a 
all set of CAR. Training cases that are associated with the CARs that are produced 
are discarded. At second stage, MMAC will carry on to discover more rules that pass 
the minsupp and minconf thresholds from the remaining unclassified cases, until no 
further frequent ruleitems can be found. At last, rule sets derived throughout every 
iteration are merged to form a global multi-label classifier which is referring to 
tested against test data.  
 
The results  obtained from 28 different data sets have indicated that the MMAC 
approach is  precise and is an efficient classification method, and is highly 
aggressive and scalable in evaluation with the other customary and AC approaches 
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like PART, RIPPER, and CBA [43].  The MMAC is its ability to generate rules with 
multiple classes from data sets where each data objects is associated with just a 
single class. 
 
2.5.6 Two-Phase Based Classifier Building  
Qian [115]  approach first builds a classifier through a 2-PS (Two-Phase) method. 
The first phase aims to prune rules locally, that is, rules mined within every category 
are pruned by a sentence-level constraint. This makes the rules more semantically 
correlated and less redundant. In the second phase, all the remaining rules are 
compared and selected from a global perspective, which means training examples 
from different categories are merged together in order to evaluate these rules. In 
addition, when predicting a new document, the multiple sentence-level appearances 
of a rule are taken into account. Experimental results on the well-known text corpora 
Reuters-21578 [69], have shown that the 2-PS algorithm achieved a higher accuracy 
than many well-known methods such as SVM, KNN, C4.5 and NB. 2-PS algorithm 
there is extensive on how to determine the optimal number of components. 
 
2.5.7 Class Based Association Classification  
In Tang and Liao [38], a new class-based AC approach called Class Based 
Association Classification CACA was proposed. CACA first scans the training data 
set and stores data in the form of a vertical format like MCAR [37]. After that it 
calculate the frequency of each attribute value and arranges attributes in descending 
order depend to their frequency. Any attribute have fails to pass the minsup is 
removed at this stage. The staying attribute values are then tested for intersect 
attributes depend on class in order to cut down the searching space of frequent 
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patterns. Every attribute in a class group that passes the minconf threshold, is 
inserted in the Ordered Rule Tree (OR-Tree) as a path from the root node, and its 
support, confidence and class are stored at the last node in the path. CACA classifies 
the unseen data in the same way like CBA. Experimental results suggest that CACA 
performs better with reference to accuracy and computation time than MMAC on 
UCI data sets. CACA uses only a single minsup in rule generation, which is 
inadequate for unbalanced class distribution, number of rule so big. 
 
2.5.8 Association Classifier with Negative Rules  
An AC with negative rules (ACN) was proposed by Kundu [45]. ACN extends the 
Apriori algorithm to mine a relatively large set of negative association rules and then 
uses both positive and negative rules to build a classifier. A positive rule takes the 
form of YX   where X, Y are a set of items and XY= while a  negative rule 
takes the form of YX   where in addition to being a set of items, X or Y will 
contain at least one negated item. ACN builds a classifier similar to CBA but 
generates the rules in a different way compared to CBA. The negative rules will be 
generated in all phases of the Apriori candidate generation procedure based on the 
least rule items.  
 
These negative rules will not take part in the generation of any new rule but they will 
compete for a place in the final classifier with the positive rules. Results from the 
experiments [45] show that ACN is not only time efficient but also significantly 
better than three other classification methods, that is  CBA, CMAR, and C4.5 with 
respect to accuracy when applied to the UCI data sets [76]. 
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2.5.9 Association Classification based on Closed Frequent Itemsets  
Another procedure proposed by Li [112], is the ACCF. In this procedure, an Itemset 
"X" is a closed frequent Itemset in a data set S if there is no proper super-itemset Y, 
such that Y has the same support count as X in S, and X satisfies minsupp. This 
method is an extension of  an efficient closed frequent pattern mining method called 
Charm to discover all frequent closed itemsets (CFIs) [116]. This would help in the 
generation of the CARs. The results obtained from experiments on 18 data sets from 
UCI repository showed that ACCF is consistent and highly effective at classifying  
various kinds of data sets and has a better average classification accuracy in 
comparison with CBA [43]”. 
 
2.5.10 Boosting Association Rules  
A method called BCAR was developed by Yoon and Lee [39], in which a huge 
amount of association rules are produced. Then, the rules derived are pruned “using 
a method equivalent to a deterministic Boosting algorithm[117]. This pruning 
method is a modification of the database coverage pruning [43].The BCAR 
algorithm can be utilized in a large-scale classification benchmarks such as TC data. 
Experiment using a variety of text collection show the BCAR achieves good 
prediction if compare with SVM [92] and Harmony[30].   
 
2.5.11 Association Classification based on Compactness of Rules  
In Niu [118], ACCR was proposed, which extends the Apriori algorithm to generate 
classification rules. This would help overcome the twin problems when on the one 
hand,  many good quality rules will be ignored when the user sets the support 
threshold too high,  and on the other hand, too many redundant rules will be 
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generated when the support value is set too low,  which consequently consumes 
more processing time and storage [118]. Consequently, Niu [118] , developed a 
metric measure of rules called "compactness"  that stores ruleitems with low support 
but high confidence, which ensures that high quality rules are not deleted. The 
compactness is computed as follows: 
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Where, the "lift" is the degree of independence between antecedent items (X) and 
consequent items (Y) of the measured rule X→Y. If the value is close to 1, the 
relationship between antecedent and consequent is small. ACCR builds a classifier 
similar to CBA. The experimental results obtained from tests on UCI data sets 
illustrated that the ACCR algorithm has better accuracy in comparison with CBA 
and CMAR algorithms. 
 
2.6 Rule Discover and Production in Association Classification  
This section explains the association rules techniques used to discovers item, which 
include three methods, such as, Apriori, Frequent pattern growth and Tid-list 
intersection.  
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2.6.1 Apriori  
Agrawal and Srikant [47] proposed an algorithm called Apriori, which is based on 
the fact uses the prior knowledge of frequent itemsets. As mentioned earlier in 
(CBA), the discovery of frequent itemsets is accomplished in a step by step fashion, 
where is each iteration, a full scan over the training data is required to generate new 
candidate itemsets from frequent itemsets already found in the previous step. Apriori 
uses the “downward-closure” property, aiming to improve the efficiency of the 
search process by reducing the size of the list of candidate itemsets during each 
iteration.  
 
CBA [43], CAN [45] are algorithms that implements the Apriori algorithm to 
discover the frequent ruleitems and this step is called candidate generation. These 
frequent ruleitems are (<attributes, values>, class) that pass minsupp. Then, the 
frequent ruleitems are used to produce the complete set of CARs, which in turn is 
used to form the classifier. This step is called classifier building. 
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Figure 2.1: Candidate Generation Apriori Algorithm 
 
Figures 2.1 depict the candidate generation (Apriori algorithm) and the classifier 
building steps of CBA. In the candidate generation phase, the search for frequent 1- 
ruleitems is first implemented, and then the disjoint “frequent 1- ruleitems are 
combined to form candidate 2- ruleitems. The process is repeated until no more 
frequent ruleitems can be found”. In fact, CBA utilises the association rule (Apriori) 
in discovering frequent ruleitems and focuses on a special association rules subset. 
“F 1 = {large 1-ruleitems}; 
CAR 1 = genRules (F 1 ); 
prCAR 1 = pruneRules (CAR 1 ); 
for (k = 2; F k-1 Ø; k++) { 
C k = candidateGen (F k-1 ); 
for each data case d D 
C d = ruleSubset (C k , d); 
for each candidate c C d  { 
c.condsupCount++; 
if d.class = c.class then 
c.rulesupCount++; 
} 
F k = {c C k | c.rulesupCount minsup}; 
CAR k = genRules(F k ); 
prCAR k = pruneRules(CAR k ); 
} 
CARs =  k CAR k ; 
prCARs= k prCAR k” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 candidate generation (Agrawal et.al. 1993; Agrawal and Srikant 
1994) 
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2.6.2 Frequent Pattern Growth 
Apriori-like techniques use a candidate generation step to locate frequent itemsets 
during each iteration. Thus these techniques require significant processing time and 
memory. In this regard, Han [119], introduced a new association rule mining 
approach called FP-growth that generates a highly condensed frequent pattern tree 
(FP-tree) representation of the transactional database. Every database is appeared in 
the tree by just one path and the length of every path is same to the number of the 
frequent items in the transaction representing that path. The FP-tree is a helpful data 
representation because, every frequent itemsets in all transaction of the original 
database are given by the FP-tree, when there are a many of mach between frequent 
items, And the FP-tree need only two database scans, in the first, scan all frequent 
itemsets along by their support in all transaction are produced and in the second scan 
constructed the FP-tree method.  
 
As the first FP-tree constructed to mine association rules, they used a pattern growth 
method through using patterns of length one in the FP-tree. Every frequent pattern, 
co-occurring with it in the FP-tree “using the pattern links” are generated and stored 
in a conditional FP-tree. The mining progression is performed by concatenating the 
pattern with the ones produced from the conditional FP-tree. The mining process for 
FP-growth is not like Apriori there is no candidate rule generation, and will not fit 
into the main memory, when dimensionally large is happen to the mined database.  
 
There are several methods used by Apriori and FP-growth to make comparison on 
two 10000 record data sets indicates that FP-growth is at least an order of magnitude 
faster than Apriori since the candidate sets that Apriori must maintain become 
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extremely large  [119]. In addition, the process of searching through the database 
transactions to update candidate itemsets support counts at any level becomes very 
expensive for Apriori, especially when the support threshold is set to a small value. 
As the number of transactions grows, the processing time difference between Apriori 
and FP-growth becomes larger.  
 
2.6.3 Tid-list Intersection  
In order to minimise the number of scans over an input database, the Eclat algorithm 
has been proposed [48, 65, 120]. This procedure only requires one database scan to 
address the issue of whether all frequent itemsets can be derived in a single scan. The 
algorithm that called Eclat is use a vertical database transaction layout, “where 
frequent itemsets are obtained by applying simple tid-lists intersections”, deprived of 
complex data structures.  
 
The development of Eclat algorithm variation, called dEclat was proposed by Zaki  
[49]. The dEclat algorithm uses a new vertical layout representation approach called 
a “diffset”, which only stores the differences in the transaction identifiers (tids) of a 
candidate itemset from its generating frequent itemsets. This considerably reduces 
the size of the memory required to store the tids. Instead of storing the complete tids 
of each itemset, the diffset approach only stores the difference between the class and 
its member itemsets. Two itemsets share the same class if they share a common 
prefix. A class represents items that the prefix can be extended with to obtain a new 
class. For instance, for a class of itemsets with prefix x, [x] = {a1, a2, a3, a4}, we can 
perform the intersection of xai with all xaj with j>i to get the new classes. From [x], 
we can obtain classes [xa1] = {a2, a3, a4}, [xa2] = {a3, a4}, [xa3] = {a4}. 
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Zaki [49]  concluded that experimental results on real world data and synthetic data, 
reveal that dEclat and other vertical techniques like Eclat usually outperform 
horizontal algorithms like Apriori and FP-growth in relation  to processing time and 
memory usage. Furthermore, dEclat outperforms Eclat on dense data, whereas the 
size of the data stored by dEclat for sparse databases grows faster than that of Eclat. 
Consequently, Zaki and Gouda [49],  concluded that for dense databases, it is better 
to start with a diffset representation. Though, it is better to start with a tidlist 
representation then switch to a diffset at later iterations for sparse databases. 
 
2.7 Pruning Methods in AC 
Most of the current rule pruning methods in AC mining are based on database 
coverage in which they consider a candidate rule is part of the classifier when this 
rule correctly covers at least one training example during the classification 
development. Hence, there exist two conditions that must be met before a rule can be 
inserted into the classifier: 
a) The candidate rule items (left hand side) must be within the items of training 
examples 
b) The class of the candidate rule (right hand side) must be similar to the 
training example class 
 
Based on such approach, we argue on two main issues:  
1) Situations when there is not any candidate rule(s) that covers the training case 
(no identical similarity). Currently, existing methods use the remaining 
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unclassified training example to be converted as a default rule. Such an 
approach may raise higher error rate.   
2) The condition of having similar classes is unnecessary and can cause 
overlearning the training data by keeping greedily rules that maximizes the 
accuracy rate only on the training data without taken into account that the 
rules are not yet generalized for testing on unseen data which is the main goal 
of classification in data mining. We believe that by relaxing this constraint 
and merge it with the partly matching we can end up with a much smaller 
size of classification model. This can be achieved by allowing the candidate 
rule to cover more training examples and therefore many redundant lower 
sorted rules will be unmarked and thus deleted after the building the model 
step is finished. 
 
However, in the context of data mining, there " are some of pruning methods used, 
which is approved by decision trees, others from statistics such as Estimation, Chi-
Square testing, Pessimistic Error. These pruning techniques are in used either during 
rules discovery phase (Pre-Pruning) such as Pearson’s correlation coefficient testing 
or during the classifier construction phase (Post-pruning) such as Database coverage 
"[43] and Lazy [36]. An early pruning step take place before generating the rules by 
removing all the rule items which does not passed on the main minsup threshold that 
might come out in the period to find the frequent ruleitems. This section wills 
thereby talking about the current pruning methods used by Association classification 
algorithms. 
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2.7.1 Database Coverage  
The database coverage has been used by CBA [43], CMAR [30] and AACR [73] to 
choose the subset rules which can make up of classifier. The Database coverage 
evaluates the complete and total set of rules that are generated against the training of 
the data set that is basically targeting to keep only the important and complete rules 
to make up the classifier. Figure 2.1 has shown database reporting explorer method 
for every rule beginning with  the maximum level of the rules, all the training cases 
that are totally cover up by the rules and the same time the classes are marked for 
deletion from the training of the dataset with the rules are included even into the 
classifiers. In a case where the rules are unable to cover particular training case (i.e, 
when the rule body did not totally match and fit several training cases) after that the 
rule may be rejected. The method of the database coverage stop once either of the 
training dataset that it gets is fully covered and it then becomes empty or when there 
are no specific more rules to be that can be evaluated. In the case when there are no 
more rules remaining without any evaluation and remain training cases that are not 
covered are employed to produce the default class rule that usually represents the 
basically the largest of the frequency class (i.e. the majority class) in the remaining 
cases that are not classified (unclassified). 
 
It is properly well-known that defaulting class rule is normally used in the process of 
prediction a step in every cases where there are no classifier rule that is applicable to 
the trial case. Finally, before database coverage ends, the very first rule that has the 
lowest number of the errors is usually identified as the main cut-off rule. All the 
rules that is after this rule are not basically included in the final classifier since they 
often generate errors[43]. The Database coverage method has been criticized by 
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" 
“Input: The set of sorted rules R and the training data set D 
Output: The classifier C 
 For each rule ri in R do 
     Mark all applicable cases in D that  fully match ri’s body 
     If ri correctly classifies an case in D 
  {        Insert ri into Cl 
          Discard all cases in D covered by ri  
} 
       If ri cover no cases in D 
    {          Discard ri  
      } 
} 
       If D is not empty 
{ Generate a default rule for the largest frequency class in D 
Mark the least error rule in R as a cutoff rule. 
       }” 
" 
 
Baralis [36] since in many of the cases that it rejected some knowledge that are 
useful. Otherwise, they suggest that rich classifiers often generate knowledge that are 
useful and rich in the process of the classification step. Figure 2.2 illustrates the 
algorithm for the database coverage [43].  
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Database Coverage Pruning Methods 
 
 
2.7.2 Lazy Methods  
"Lazy Association algorithms [34, 36]  is believed that the pruning should also be 
limited to the rules that is incorrectly covering the training cases in the process of  
building the classifier. This is because all the rules are generally the ones that 
resulted from incorrect classification during the prediction of the class label of 
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testing cases, and therefore they should be the only ones that should be discarded. 
Database coverage like that of methods used to discard any rule that is unable to be 
fully covered in a training case and also in class correctness. Otherwise, the Lazy of 
the Association algorithms store all the rules that is discarded by the database. The 
like methods is stored in a compact-set focusing with the aim to make use of them in 
the process of the prediction step particularly when there is no any primary rules that 
covers the test case. 
 
Usually, when ranked in the order of descending and total set of rules are established 
the lazy pruning rule will be applied. For each of the rule that is beginning from the 
maximum ranked rule, if the chosen rule covers a training case correctly, it will 
definitely be  included into the main primary rule set, and all of its cases that are 
corresponding will be removed from the training dataset. Whereas, if a rule " that is of 
high ranked is covered "correctly the chosen rule training case(s), the chosen rule will 
be inserted into the main secondary rule set (Spare rule-set). Lastly, if the rule 
chosen did not cover correctly any of the training case, it will be removed. The 
method is repeated over and over again until all the"   rules that discovered are tested or 
data set training becomes empty. Hence, the result of the lazy pruning will be of two 
sets of rules, a primary set that retain all the rules that cover in a correct manner of 
all the training case, also a secondary set that involves the rules that has never been 
in use during process of the pruning because some rules that of higher rank has 
covered their training cases. 
 
The distinguished variation between the database coverage and the lazy pruning is 
that the secondary rules set that are held in the main memory by the lazy method. 
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However, the classifier generated from CBA based algorithms that uses the database 
coverage pruning did not contain that of the secondary rules set of basically the lazy 
pruning, and hence, it is sometimes smaller in the size than that of the lazy based 
algorithms. In fact, this is an advantage particularly in the area of applications that 
brings about a concise set of rules in which the end user can control and at the same 
time maintain. 
 
In an empirical studies, Baralis [36], against the number of UCI data sets has 
discovered that the use of lazy algorithms reduces more error rate when compared to 
that of the database coverage. Though, the largest of the classifiers that is derived by 
the lazy algorithms and also that of the main memory usage limits their main use. 
Hence, it can be noted that the Lazy based algorithm sometimes scores high in the 
terms of effectiveness but will low in the efficiency as a result of the large classifier 
size which will take more time in the generating rules and in the learning the of 
classifier.   
 
2.7.3 Long Rules Pruning 
Cule [121] refers that usually discards a long rules for method called  rule evaluation 
method, which means having a larger confidence values than that of their subset as 
Li [30] introduced. The evaluation method rule is applied highest confidence value 
with general rule, which employed so as to prune the particular ones. Furthermore, it 
delete rules, the rules of redundancy when some of the rules discovered are having a 
common shared attribute values in their antecedents which often leads a redundant 
rules and this becomes clear specifically when the size of the classifier becomes 
large.  
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Li [30] confirmed that the CMAR is first algorithm that uses  the long rules pruning. 
The long rule pruning will be employed after it ranked the set of the rules based on 
the confidence, rule length, and support. The CR- tree structure stores the set of the 
rules and it is necessary that a retrieval query over the tree to be activated in other to 
check whether the rule can be removed or it can prune any of the existing rules. Chi 
square testing is used in each R: ri c, in order to determine whether the ri is 
positively correlated with c or not. The algorithm only chooses rules that positively 
form the classifier. There are some AC methods that use this particular type of 
pruning, including ARC-BC [122], and the Negative Rules [44]. Experimental 
results reported in [30] found "that using the pruning method will be positively affect 
the effectiveness when trying to contrasted with the other methods.  
 
2.7.4 Mathematical Based Pruning  
Some mathematical-based pruning methods have been proposed for the classification 
and AC. Most of them usually tend to measure the correlation between different 
object so as to decide whether they are correlated or not in order to make a decision 
either to prune a rule or considering it in the classifier. Here a number of pruning 
methods will be discussed". 
   
2.7.4.1 Chi-Square Testing 
The chi-square test (χ2) proposed by [90] is normally applied to decide whether there 
is a significant difference between the observed frequencies and the expected 
frequencies in one or more categories. It is defined as a known discrete data 
hypothesis in mathematics that examines the relationship between two objects in 
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order to decide whether they are correlated or not [123]. The evaluation using χ2 to 
decide the independencies or the correlation of a group of objects is given as: 
a. χ2 =

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 is the observed frequency and i
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is the expected frequency. 
 
If they are especially different from the frequencies expected and the frequencies 
observed, the statement that they may be related is dropped. 
 
CMAR is the first algorithm of AC which uses a weighted version of χ2. It evaluates 
the correlation between the antecedent and the consequent of the rule and thereby 
removes rules which are negatively correlated. A rule cAntecedentR : is 
removed if that of the class c is not positively correlated with that of the antecedent. 
Alternatively, if the output of the correlation is more than a certain threshold, this 
shows a positive correlation. Otherwise, R will be discarded due to negative 
correlation that exists in R. To clarify, for R, assume Support(c) indicates the number 
of training instances that are associated with the class c and Support(Antecedent) 
also indicate the number of training cases associated with the R’s antecedent. Also 
assume that 
T
denote the size of the training data set. The weighted chi-square 
denoted Max χ2 of R is defined as:  
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Statistical Association Rule Classification (SARC) is an AC algorithm [124] used 
chi-square in the rule pruning step, any potential rule that are negatively correlated 
according to chi-square gets deleted from the discovered rule set. The rule 
significance test is performed after the rule has passed the confidence and support 
tests.  
 
2.7.4.2 Pessimistic Error Estimation 
Pessimistic error estimation is mainly used in data mining within decision trees [41] 
in order to  decide whether to replace a sub-tree with a leaf node or to keep the sub-
tree unchanged. The method of replacing a sub-tree with a leaf is called “sub-tree 
replacement”, and the error rate is computed using the pessimistic measure on the 
training dataset. To clarify, the probability of an error at a node v is giving by the 
following relation: " 
 
v
cvv
N
NN
vq
5.0
)(
, 
   (2.21) 
Where v
N
denotes the number of training cases at node v is, cv
N , is the 
number of training cases belonging to the largest frequency class at node v.  
The error rate at sub-tree ST as follow,  
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Where, the sub-tree ST is pruned if )()( STqvq  . 
 
The pessimistic error estimation has been exploited successfully in the decision tree 
algorithms which include C4.5 and C5.0 [125]. In AC mining, the first of the 
algorithm which had used the pessimistic error pruning is the CBA. For a rule R, 
CBA removes one of that its attribute value also its " antecedent so to make a new rule 
R’, it then compares the estimated error of R’ with that of R. If the expected error of 
R’ is smaller than that of R, then the original rule R is replaced with that of the new 
rule R’.  
 
It must be noted here that the CBA uses two pruning methods, which is the 
pessimistic error and also the database coverage. Some studies found that by 
employing several pruning procedures which may affect the accuracy rate [36, 126].   
 
2.7.4.3 Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient Testing 
The other statistical-based approaches that can be used to measure the strength of the 
correlation between two particular objects. HMAC [127] is seen as one of the 
Association classification approaches that employed this measure. After producing 
the set of CARs, HMAC that uses two pruning procedures namely (1) Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient procedure and that of (2) redundant rule, ranks the rules based 
on the procedure of ranking [127]. HMAC begins with the Pearson’s Correlation 
Coefficient and applies it for every positive class rule RPC in order to measure the 
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correlation strength between the antecedent, consequent and the class label rules of 
the item. 
  
Although it is revealed in the experimental results [127] that algorithms using 
Pearson’s test can result in gaining good accuracy results, it is difficult to validate 
this as insufficient experimental results are available and much of the information 
relating to their generation is absent. 
 
2.7.5 Laplace Accuracy 
Clark [128] confirmed that the post-pruning method is Laplace accuracy, are  
invoked in the process of the construction of the classifier, it is used in other to 
estimate the error normal ratio of a rule r: p1p2.....pn→c, the accuracy expected for a 
particular given rule r is computed through the following formula:  
 
Laplace (r) =
))((
)1)((
mrp
rp
tot
c


                     (2.22) 
 
The identification of the formula is “ c
p
(r) which denotes the number of the training 
cases that is covered by r with class c. tot
p
(r) is the number of the training cases that 
is matches r’s condition and m is the number of class that has been labels in the 
domain”. In the Association classification is  adopted a Laplace in recent CPAR 
algorithm [35].  
Hun [35] presented a report for results of experimental against 26 datasets from UCI 
repository showed that CPAR. The outcome that used Laplace accuracy algorithm is 
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bad in classification accuracy rate but better in efficiency when compared to CMAR 
and CBA. 
 
2.7.6 Redundant Rule Pruning 
Rules body is a concept that refers to the all of the attribute value combinations 
derived from Association classification approaches. Therefore, some training items 
in classifier bodies may share with rules that are used in their build. Finally, many 
general rules may include some specific rules. The serious problem, such the huge of 
the number of the generated rules in AC approach.   
 
Li [30] proposed a new rule pruning method that is named redundant rule pruning 
method. This method discards specific rules that have a confidence value less than 
general rule the method is working as follows:  once the set of rules being generated 
and sorted, redundant rule evaluation is invoked to discard all rules such as I’→c 
from the set of generated rules where there are some general rules such as I→c with 
higher rank and I ⊆I’. This method is notably reduces the size of the classifier since 
it reduce the rules redundancy. Redundant rule pruning method have been used in 
several Association classification algorithms including CMAR [30], ARC-BC [129], 
ACN [45], CACA [38].  
 
2.7.7 Conflicting Rules 
In some datasets in which they considered dense datasets or multi-label where 
multiple class labels associated with a training case, there is a possibility to have two 
rules with same rule body but associated with two different class labels, such as the 
following two rules: x →ca and x→ cb, conflicting rules pruning method [130] 
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consider such rules conflicting, discards them and prevent them to take any role in 
the classifier. Nevertheless, Thabtah [46] has a study presented the experimental 
results in MMAC algorithm which rules could appear useful knowledge 
subsequently they confidence requirements and pass support.  
 
2.7.8 Compact Rule Set 
Tang [38] states that the CACA is the Association classification algorithm, which 
combines the two stages into one stage. The stages are classifier learning and Rules 
generation. In this method, an Order Rule Tree structure (OR-Tree) is designed to 
store and rank the set of generated rules; after generating the set of rules that satisfies 
the MinSupp and MinConf thresholds such as ri (ai1, ai2...ain, ci), a redundant 
pruning procedure is applied on the set of rules R, CACA consider a rule ri 
redundant if one of four is met, for a given rules r1 and r2, r2, r3 considered 
redundant if: 
1)  r1=<I1, ci> and r2=<I2, cj> but r1 > r2 
 2) r1=<I1, ci> and r2=<I2, cj> but I1⊂ I2 , and r1 > r2 
 i.e.(rules have different class label ) 
 3) r1=<I1, ci> and r2=<I2, ci> but I1⊂ I2 , and r1 > r2  
i.e. (both rules have the same class label) 
 4) r1=<I1, ci> and r2=<I2, ci> but I1⊂ I2 , and r2 > r1. For r3<I3, cj>, I1⊂ I3,  r3, r2, r1. 
 
For more illustration, the compact rules set  is extracted,   is the set of the 
original rules R excluding all redundant rules i.e.   =R- Redundant rules which 
ensures that all redundant rules are not taking any role in the classifier.  
That means, r in , the attribute values (ai1, ai2...ain) will be stored as nodes in the 
OR-Tree in descending order (The most important rule is stored in the closest node 
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to the root while the one with less importance in the node after and so on) according 
to their frequency in the training dataset D whereas other details such as class label, 
support and confidence are stored in the last node in the leaf. The proposed pruning 
procedure here is works as follows: However, ri= Ix  c1 if  
“supp (ri) / conf (ri)    (1 −conf(ri))  < minsupp”         (2.23) 
 Then stop mining ri= Iy cj where Iy⊇Ix. Hence, ri will be discarded. 
 
Based on the results reported by Tang [38]  this Algorithm that uses compact rule set 
can competitively classify a bit better in efficiency and effectiveness  than other AC 
algorithms such as CBA and MCAR. In terms of time taking in mining the rules, that 
will be remarkably hence enhanced efficiency and reduced due to the cut in the 
items.  
 
2.7.9 I-Prune 
Baralis [53] proposed Item prune as a pre-pruning method that tends to mark 
uninteresting items based on interestingness measure (correlation measures e.g “Chi 
Square”, “Lift”, “Odd ration”) and remove them and use only interesting items to 
build a high quality rules which will be used in building the classification model. 
This approach reduces the number of generated rule through pruning step, in 
addition the time taken for learning the classifier. 
 
Several AC algorithms such as CBA [43], CPAR [35], CMAR [30], MCAR [37] 
consider an item interesting according to the support count. reflect an item 
interesting according to the support count. Otherwise, I-prune chooses only those are 
correlated and frequent. Assume a class c is correlated to item i, an interestingness 
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measure is given as follows: if interestedness-measure (i,c) > predefined-threshold 
then i is selected else items are discarded as soon as detected. Assume I is a subset of 
frequent and correlated items with respect to class c, set of rules R is generated for 
c.; only the rules that contains interesting items are generated. However, the I-prune 
method discards some useful classification rule. Baralis [53] states that the Chi 
Square is the best correlation measure based on experimental results for the set of all 
measueres used, which mean respect to effectiveness. 
 
2.7.10 PCBA-based Pruning 
Chen [131] presented  a PCBA pruning method as new pruning method, which 
consider class unbalancing. The purpose of this method is to attempt to deal with 
imbalanced class that will happen when applied to the Association classification. 
Moreover, one fixed minsupp is used in AC algorithms as well as minconf. 
However, this approach works well when balanced data is used. Otherwise, “under-
sampling” is a concept to distribution the rule of each class by uses minconf values 
and different minsupp through this algorithm. 
 
2.8 The Methods of Prediction  
Assigning the appropriate class labels to test cases is the last step in the life cycle of 
any classification algorithm. This exercise can called as class assignment or class 
prediction. Actually, AC mining has a number of different approaches for class 
assignment task, the highest ranked rule in the classifier are adopted from several 
methods, as well as some methods with single rule prediction [38, 43, 120] and 
other. So, different prediction methods are review to understand the main 
characteristics and their employed. 
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2.8.1 Single Rule Class Assignment  
Liu [43] presents the CBA algorithm that is  illustrated in Figure 2.3 as a basic idea 
of one rule prediction.  The steps of this method start with the classifier which is 
constructed. After it builts the classifier, the rules within it are sorted in descending 
order according to support thresholds and confidence. On the other hand, “a test case 
is about to be forecast, CBA iterates over the rules in the classifier and assigns the 
class associated with the highest sorted rule that matches the test case body to the 
test case. In cases there are no rules matches the test case body, CBA takes on the 
default class and assigns it to the test case. After the dissemination of CBA 
algorithm, a number of other AC algorithms have employed the one rule prediction 
method such as in” [38, 45, 112, 118, 132, 133]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Single Rule Class Assignment Methods 
“Input: Classifier (R), test dataset (Ts), array Tr  
Output: error rate Pe 
 
Given a test data (T), the classification process works as follow: 
 1 ∀ test case ts in Ts Do 
 2 ∀ rule r in the set of ranked rules R Do 
 3    Find all applicable rules that match ts body and store them in Tr 
 4     If Tr is not empty Do 
 5          If there exists a rule r that fully matches ts condition  
 6              assign r’s class to ts 
 7           } 
 8      else assign the default class to ts 
 9              }   
 10 empty Tr 
 11        }  
 12   } 
 13 calculate the total number of errors of Ts;” 
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2.8.2 Class Assignment Based on Group of Rules  
The performance of single rule prediction method is well specifically when there is 
just a single rule applicable to a test case.  On the other hand, the single rule 
prediction method has been questionable where close confidence values with more 
than one rule are applicable to the test case. Therefore, it is an inappropriate where 
selection of a single rule is used to make the class assignment, because of using all 
rules contributing to the prediction decision. Consequently, different multiple rules 
class assignment methods are discussed in the following section. 
 
2.8.2.1 Weighted Chi-Square Method 
Li [30] states that the first algorithm of AC is CMAR which employed  weighted 
Chi-Square (Max χ2) for class assignment task. In est cases, all applicable rules will 
choses when CMAR is applied and then assesses their correlations. The correlation 
measures the strength of the rules based on the support and class frequency in the 
testing data set.  
 
The algorithm selects the set of the ranked rules R in the classifier, the subset of 
rules, Rk that may satisfies test case condition. If all rules in Rk have the identical 
class, then that class will be assigned to ts. However, if the rules in Rk associate with 
different classes, CMAR divides them into groups based on the classes and computes 
the strength of each group. The group’s strength is identified by different parameters 
such as the support and correlation between the rules in a group. i.e. (Max χ2). 
Finally, to the test case ts, the CMAR algorithm references the class of the largest 
group strength. 
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Thus, rule R as illustrated: cCond  , “assume Support (Cond) represents the 
number of training cases associated with rule body Cond and Support(c) denotes the 
number of training cases associated with class c. Also assume that 
T
represents the 
training dataset size”. The definition of Max (χ2) of Rk is:  
Max uT
T
cSupportCondSupport
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AC algorithms have adopted Max ( χ2)  to the class assignment task after being 
introduced by CMAR. Furthermore, [134] used a closely similar class assignment 
method of CMAR, where the class of the subset of rules in Rs with the dominant 
class gets assigned to the test case Ts.  
 
The experimental results reported in [30] showed that classification procedures that 
employ a group of correlated rules for prediction slightly improve the classification 
rate when contrasted to other methods. 
 
2.8.2.2 Laplace based Method 
CPAR algorithm is the first AC learning technique that used “Laplace Accuracy” to 
evaluate the rules and assign the class labels to the test cases during class assignment 
step. Once all rules are found, ranked and the classifier constructed, and a test case 
(ts) is about to be predicted, CPAR goes over the rule set and marks all rules in the 
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classifier that may cover ts. If more than one rule is applicable to ts, CPAR divides 
them into groups according to the classes, and calculates the average expected 
accuracy for each group. Lastly, the class with the largest average expected accuracy 
value is assigned to ts. The computed for the expected accuracy of each a rule (R) is 
as follows: 
Laplace (R) =
))((
)1)((
pRp
Rp
tot
c


                    
  
 
Where,  
p is the number of classes in the training data set 
totp (R) is the number of cases matching r antecedent  
cp (R) is the number of training cases covered by R that belong to class c. 
The CPAR algorithm will used successfully the Laplace accuracy [35] the largest 
rule has positively affect the classification accuracy that will happen to ensure about 
the accuracy contribute in class assignment for test cases.  
 
2.8.2.3 Dominant Class and Highest Confidence Method 
Two closely similar prediction methods that use multiple rules to predict the class 
labels for test cases were proposed in [135]. The first method is called “Partial 
Dominant Class”, which marks all rules in the classifier that are applicable (Partially 
match the test case body) to the test case, and then groups them according to class 
labels, and assigns the test case the class of the group which contains the largest 
number of rules applicable to that case. In cases where no rules are applicable to the 
test case, the default class (Majority class) will be assigned to that case.  
 
(2.25) 
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The second prediction method is called “Highest Group Confidence”, which works 
similar to the “Partial Dominant Class” method in the way of marking and dividing 
the applicable rules into groups based on the classes. However, the “Highest Group 
Confidence” computes the average confidence value for each group and assigns the 
class of the highest average group confidence to the test case. In cases where no rule 
matches the test case, the default class will be assigned to that case.  
 
2.8.3 Predictive Confidence 
In class assignment step, the foremost weight considered for rule in selecting the 
right rule to fire for class assignment of test cases is the confidence value. However, 
Do [136] states that to discriminate among rules in the classifier, which means the 
confidence that is calculated from the training data for rules is not enough. Hence, 
besides the confidence value there should be other criteria for rule choice in 
prediction .For example, the “predictive confidence” measure that can be measured 
for each rule in the classifier and from the test data set.  
 
The predictive confidence criterion represents the average classification accuracy for 
a rule r when assigning classes to test data case. Given for more clear  a rule ri: 
csListOfItem   , assume that there is “A” parameter which represents the test cases 
that matches ri condition and belonging to class label c, and a “B” parameter which 
represents the test cases matching only ri condition. Currently, “when ri is applied 
on the test data set, ri will correctly predict “A” test cases with prediction accuracy 
of (A/B) which is simply the confidence value of (ri) on the test data set. This is 
simply the definition of the prediction accuracy of the rule that has been 
implemented on a recent AC algorithm called AC-S” [136]. From the training data 
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set, the AC-S algorithm is employed to choose the right rules for prediction instead 
of the confidence value computed. Do [136] confirms that the AC-S algorithm is 
very competitive to common AC algorithms such as CMAR, and CBA. 
 
2.9 Comparison of Association Classification Algorithm 
Figure 2.4 summarizes algorithms discussed in this chapter. All of the algorithms 
require rule discovery, rule pruning and rule prediction methods. The output of a rule 
discovery is frequent item based on a set of minimum support and minimum 
confident values and a set of association rules. The rule pruning method matches the 
training data and the obtained association rules where any rule that matches with at 
least one training data will be feed into the classifier, while the rules, that are not, 
will be deleted. This is followed by the rule prediction method that test the classifier. 
 
One of the rule discovery methods is the Apriori which is used in the CBA [43], 2-
PS[117], CAN[119] AND PCBA[64]. It uses horizontal data layout to represent the 
data, this means that it needs multi scan to get the frequent item, hence, it leads to 
increase the computational time. In addition, Apriori relies only on the single 
minimum support value to generate the rule and this increases the number of rules 
especially when the minimum support is high. On the other hand, the FP growth 
which is another method in rule discovery needs to scan the intersection between 
items in the training data to get the frequent item. This will also increase the 
computational time. Another method for rule discovery is the TID-list intersection, 
and it uses vertical representation. It requires one time scan to get the frequent item, 
but the frequent item set is only based on data and may not be sufficient to discover 
the rules from vertical data in order to produce relevant frequent rule item. 
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The pruning algorithm is used to match between the training dataset and the 
generated rules. The Database coverage applied on CBA [43], MCAR [37], MMCA, 
2-SP, CMAR [30], ACCF and AACR [73]  evaluates the complete part of the rules 
against the training of the data set. Reach a classified data requires a Full match 
between the rule and the training data set. The similarity of the class is important 
between the training data set and rule. Any rule is not fully match with similar class 
will get the default class (default class the class have exist in the dataset). Boosting 
association pruning method  applied on CPAR [35], ICPAR[36 ] has full match 
between the rule and training data set with class similarity, lazy pruning divide two 
sets of rules, a primary set that retain all the rules that cover in a correct manner of 
all the training case, also a secondary set that involves the rules that has never been 
in use during process of the pruning because some rules of higher rank has covered 
their training cases. Lazy pruning keep the secondary rules set that are held in the 
main memory by the lazy method. Another algorithm for pruning is long rule 
pruning applied highest minimum confident value to match the rule with training 
cases, and delete rules with small confident. This will delete the good rules and will 
decrease the accuracy in some cases.  
 
The prediction algorithm is used to make a match between the testing data set and 
the generated rule, and the outcome is the classification accuracy. There are mainly 
four types of prediction which are; Single rule prediction, CMAR multiple label, 
CPAR multi label and the Dominant factor. The first algorithm single rule, is applied 
in CBA [43], MCAR [37], MMAC [46], CNA[44], ACCR[ ], ACCF[112], and 
CACA [38].  It uses the highest sorted rule (one rule only depend on minimum 
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support and minimum confident) in the classifier and assigns the class with the 
sorted rule to match the test case, if the rule does not match a test case body, it take 
the default class. The CMAR multiple label prediction algorithm is applied in 
CMAR [30], where divide the rules to groups depend on the support and class 
frequency. The multi-label prediction algorithm applied in CPAR [35] divides the 
rules into groups depending on  the class. The class with the largest average expected 
accuracy will be used to test a given case. Such an approach may reduce the 
accuracy as there may be cases that do not have same set of frequent itemset like in 
majority of the cases. 
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The different approach used in each algorithm in data layout, discovering rules, rules 
ranking, rule pruning and predication is tabulated in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3  
Summary of AC algorithms 
 
Name Data 
Layout 
Rule Discovery Ranking Pruning Prediction 
Method 
CBA      [43]       Horizontal Apriori candidate 
generation 
Support, 
confidence, rules 
generated first 
Pessimistic 
error, database 
coverage 
single rule 
prediction 
CMAR   [113] Horizontal FP-growth 
approach 
Support, 
confidence, rules 
cardinality 
Chi-square, 
database 
coverage, 
redundant rule 
CMAR 
multiple 
label 
CPAR     [65] Horizontal Foil greedy Support, 
confidence, rules 
cardinality 
Laplacee 
expected error 
estimate 
CPAR 
multiple 
label 
MMAC   [57] Vertical Tid-list 
intersections and 
recursive learning 
Support, 
confidence, 
cardinality, class 
distribution 
frequency 
Database 
coverage 
 
single rule 
prediction 
MCAR  [111] Vertical 
 
Tid-list 
intersections 
Support, 
confidence, 
cardinality, class 
distribution 
frequency 
Database 
coverage 
 
single rule 
prediction 
2-PS      [117]    Horizontal Apriori candidate 
generation 
Support, 
confidence, rules 
cardinality 
Database 
coverage 
dominant 
factor 
ACN    [119] Horizontal Apriori candidate 
generation  +  
Negative Rules 
Confidence, rules 
Correlations, 
Support, rules 
cardinality , 
Positive  Rules 
redundant rule 
, pearson’s 
correlation 
coefficient 
single rule 
prediction 
BCAR [106] Horizontal Boosting 
Association Rule 
Support, 
confidence, 
cardinality 
Boosting 
Weak 
Association 
Rule 
normalized 
prediction 
score model 
ACCR   [123] Horizontal Cluster-based 
association rule 
Support, 
confidence, 
cardinality 
Pessimistic 
error, database 
coverage 
single rule 
prediction 
ACCF        
[120]   
Vertical Charm Support, 
confidence, rules 
generated first 
Pessimistic 
error, database 
coverage 
single rule 
prediction 
CACA     [118] Vertical Class-based 
Association 
classification 
Support, 
confidence, rules 
generated first 
Compact  set, 
redundant rule 
single rule 
prediction 
ICPAR    [135]   Horizontal Foil greedy Support, 
confidence, 
cardinality 
Laplace 
Accuracy 
Multi-Label- 
ICPAR 
PCBA         
[64] 
Horizontal Apriori candidate 
generation 
Support, 
confidence, 
cardinality 
PCBA 
pruning 
SPA 
probabilistic 
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2.10 Chapter Summary 
This chapter presents the literature in text mining, particularly the ones in 
Associative Classification. The AC is a data mining approach which builds more 
accurate classifiers than traditional classification approaches such as decision trees 
and rule induction. By integrating association rule mining with classification, AC has 
two main phases which are rule generation and classifier development. A number of 
well-known AC techniques have been presented in this chapter. The literature 
addresses the methods used in rule discovery, rule pruning and class prediction 
method.  Most of existing techniques employ the Tid-list intersections with either 
horizontal or vertical layout of data representation. Rule discovery is performed on 
the produced layout. This is followed by using various pruning methods to determine 
most relevant rules (i.e rule pruning).  Rule pruning methods focus on matching  
both sides of rules (i.e the left-hand side and right-hand side). Once a set of rules is 
obtained, it will be used for class prediction of a new dataset.  And this prediction 
can be done using several methods such as single rule or considering dominant 
factor.  
 
This thesis proposes the combination of vertical and horizontal layout to be used by 
Tid-list intersection for rule discovery. This is followed by introducing a partly  rule 
match method in determining relevant rules. To improve the classification accuracy, 
this study proposes the use of group-based prediction method in determining the best 
class for a given test case. In the upcoming chapter (i.e Chapter 3), relevant steps to 
achieve the stated objectives are presented.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the methodology used for this research is presented. More 
specifically, the research is of an experimental since the performance of different 
text mining algorithms particularly Association and other rule-based are investigated 
on a collection of text documents. The proposed model in Figure 3.1 follows the 
three main stages understanding in this study: Pre-processing; Design Classifier 
model; and Develop classifier model and Evaluation.  
 
In the process of data collection the data were collected for two experiments. For the 
first experiment data set was the use of fourteen UCI [76] data and for second 
experiment the most populated categories of the Reuters-21578 [69] test collection 
were used. In pre-processing, the number of pre-processing methods includes feature 
selection and vector representation that are applied in order to reduce error rate 
because unprocessed data contain sparse, unstructured patterns, noise such as records 
redundancy, incomplete transactions and missing values.  In designing the classifier 
model, Rule discovery, Rule ranking, Rule pruning and Rule prediction methods 
were employed in order to get a better predictor classifier model. In the development 
of classifier model the proposed AC algorithm was implemented using Visual Basic 
VB, and the comparative study will be based on our implementation as well as data 
mining packages called WEKA [137] and CBA [43] , with justification for using this 
model were also given in this section. 
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Figure 3.1: Research Methodology 
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3.2 Data Collection  
In this research there is a two datasets was employed. The first uses fifteen (15) UCI 
dataset. UCI data sets are the most widely used benchmark for empirical evaluation 
of new and existing learning algorithms [138]. On the other hand, the second 
experiment is performed on seven (7) most populated categories of the Reuters-
21578 collection [62]. General description of UCI dataset is displayed in Table 3.1. 
The datasets are of different sizes, ranging from 14 to 8124. These datasets were 
divided into three; small, medium and large. Datasets with less than 200 instances 
are group as small while the ones with larger than 600 are considered as large. 
Hence, datasets that contain instance between 201 and 599 are categorized as 
medium size dataset.  Data in Table 3.1 also depicts the type of data in the dataset. 
This includes Nominal, Numeric, Boolean and Categorical [76]. 
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Table 3.1 
Description of UCI Data Sets 
Data set Instances 
Size  
Number of 
Class 
Data type Data Size 
Weather 14 2 Nominal small 
Labor 57 2 Numeric, Boolean small 
Lymph 148 4 Numeric small 
Iris 150 3 Numeric small 
Wined 178 3 Numeric small 
Glass 214 7 Numeric medium 
Heart-s 294 2 Real, Binary 
,Nominal 
medium 
Cleve 303 2 Nominal, Numeric medium 
Vote 435 2 Boolean  medium 
Balance-scale 625 3 Numeric medium 
Austra 690 2 Numeric, 
Categorical 
Large 
Breast 699 2 Numeric Large 
Pima 768 2 Numeric Large 
Led7 3200 10 Numeric Large 
Mushroom 8124 2 Nominal Large 
 
Based on the previous studies literatures [2,86,105] in text mining, the most 
commonly utilized data set is the Reuters-21578. Documents in the Reuters-
21578 collection one of the appear on the Reuters newswire and were 
indexed by personnel. This study requires Reuters-21578 version ModApte 
which comprise of 9,174 documents. The data divided by expert into 2,579 
of testing and 6,630 training documents. Table 3.2 shows the number of 
documents in training and testing sets per category REUTERS-21578. 
Sample of the dataset is provided in Appendix A. 
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Table 3.2 
Number of Training and Testing Document in REUTERS-21578 
Category Training Testing 
Acq 1650 719 
Crude 389 189 
Earn 2877 1078 
Grain 433 149 
Interest 347 130 
Money-FX 538 197 
Trade 396 117 
  
3.3 Data Pre-processing  
One of the most important stages in text classification is the preparation of the input 
data. The textual data sets are and may contain noise, unstructured, and often sparse, 
such as  missing values, incomplete transactions, record redundancy ,etc. 
[71,69,139]. Hence, the quality of the request may be affected by the high quality of 
input data.  Figure 3.3 displays the utilised pre-processing methods including feature 
selection, vector representation. Here are the different steps in pre-processing phase 
according to [70,139].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Pre-processing Operation in Text Mining 
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3.3.1 Tokenisation 
Feldman [140] defined the Tokenization method as a process to improve meaningful 
tokens through  breaking up the sequence character, which means the text document 
are broken into sentences, and words. Furthermore, in the Explorer GUI will used 
WEKA filtering to tokenise the input document. Example from “Reuters earn 
dataset” the implement of Tokenisation method is illustrated below: 
Its board of director’s approved                     board of directors approved 
3.3.2 Stopwords Removal 
Often text documents contain numerous words that are meaningless for the learning 
algorithms such as “before”, “after”, "the", "of”, “in”, "on", “out”, etc. These words 
should be deleted during the preprocessing phase, since such words negatively 
impact the resulting classifier [141]. In the proposed model, Google stopwords list 
will be employed on the Reuters textual collection. Google stopwords list “appendix 
B” will be employed on the Reuters textual collection. Example from “Reuters earn 
dataset” the implement of Stopwords removal method is illustrated below: 
Its board of director’s approved                    Board directors approved 
3.3.3 Stemming 
The stemming is the process of converting words into their root, for instance. playing 
to play, construction to construct, diver to dive [140]. We use WEKA stemmer [64] 
on the Reuter data collection. Example from “Reuters earn dataset” the implement of 
Stemming removal method is illustrated below: 
Its board of director’s approved          board director approve 
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3.3.4 Data Representation  
In the proposed model we use a data format based on combining vertical and 
horizontal data layouts to represent the data. To the best of our knowledge there is no 
AC technique that utilizes integration of vertical and horizontal data layouts for data 
representation. An example of a vertical data format is MCAR [37] algorithm which 
employs a tid-list data structure to hold the appearances of the item in the input data 
set. Our model differs from MCAR data layout in the way of representing each item. 
In our model, an item is represented by the line number of which the first item 
occurs in the data set as well as the column number of that item. Meaning each item 
is converted into ColumnId, RowId representation which are simple integers and 
therefore the search for items to compute the support and confidence values during 
the rule discovery process requires less time memory. On the other hand, MCAR 
algorithm uses two data structures to represent the input data set; one contains the 
tid-list of each item and one for the occurrences of the class labels. Table 3.3 shows 
an example of input dataset, while Table 3.4 depicts the proposed representation.  
 
Table 3.3  
Examples of Item Found on Each Line 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                            
 
 
 
TID Items 
1 sea,port , wind 
2 port,aqaba 
3 port,corn 
4 sea,port, aqaba 
5 sea,corn 
6 port, corn 
7 sea, corn 
8 sea,port, corn,wind 
9 sea,port, corn 
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Table 3.4 
Representation of Item  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As illustrated above, for each transaction a unique integer value will be added as a 
minimum initialization done for data. The TID in Table 3.4 refers to the transaction 
ID. The item id is referring to its integer representation, which means it is replaced 
for each Item with integer values of two parts. Row Id Ex and column Ids, (column1 
“sea”, row 1 it represent ((1)1). Now, the algorithm will computing the support of an 
item to determine whether it is frequent or not, an aggregation function gets invoked 
to group each item and count their appearances within the data structure. This 
process is straight-forward and can be implemented for support and confidence 
calculations which make the process of determining the rules straightforward. In 
Section 4.3 will be show the usefulness of the data representation in the proposed 
AC method within the rule production step. 
 
TID Item Ids 
1 (1)1,(2)1,(3)1 
2 (2)1,(4)2 
3 (2)1,(5)3 
4 (1)1,(2)1,(4)2 
5 (1)1,(5)3 
6 (2)1,(5)3 
7 (1)1,(5)3 
8 (1)1,(2)1,(5)3,(3)1 
9 (1)1,(2)1,(5)3 
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3.3.5 Feature Selection 
In our model we use a combination of vector representation and term frequency to 
convert the high dimensionality of the collection of Reuter text into a matrix. 
Moreover, the model will compute the frequent items by using simple TID list 
intersections.   
 
Term Frequency (TF) is  employed to measure the significance of the keyword and 
their contribution to the output classifier [142]. Specifically, TF is one of the term 
weighting methods that measures the frequency of the keyword in document and is 
given in the equation below: 
                    
      
           
                       3.1 
However,  the text data shifts into a classical data mining encoding, that will be as  
intermediate point, this step depend on converting the text into a standard numerical 
form which is suitable for algorithms of learning (structured data), therefore, the 
features was chosen by using TF. [143].  
 
3.4 Design Classifier Model 
The four main steps in the design classifier phase will be discussed in the next 
subsection, and is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
 
3.4.1 Rule Discovery  
In this section, we briefly explain how support and confidence for ruleitems are 
calculated using an example and show how rules are generated. Association rule 
discovery contains two stages namely, frequent itemset discovery and confident rule 
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foundation [25]. In this study, the frequent items use an intersection method based on 
the Tid-list [48] to compute the support and confidence values of ruleitems having 
size greater than one. For instance, for a class of itemsets with prefix x, as follows 
the formula 
[x] = {a1, a2, a3, a4} 
The intersection of xai will perform with all xaj with j>i to get the new classes. From 
[x], we can obtain classes as follows the formula 
[xa1] = {a2, a3, a4}, [xa2] = {a3, a4}, [xa3] = {a4} 
 
Thus, after all frequent ruleitems are identified the confident rules, which be the 
second stage. The confident rule for each itemset of them that passes the minconf 
threshold, a single rule is generated of the form: X→ C, where C is the largest 
frequency class associated with itemset X in the training data. 
 
The frequent one-item is counted only once by the training data set that come from 
the rule production, as well as, discovers those that passes the MinSupp. The data 
structure stores the frequent one- items in a vertical format, after the items were 
scanned and determined. However, the items will be removed if they did not pass the 
MinSupp. Next, the candidate two-item is produced by using the Tid-lists of the 
frequent one-item, simply by intersecting the Tid-lists of any two disjoint one-items. 
Furthermore, the confidence value of Class Association Rule (CAR) is larger than 
the MinConf threshold which is validated by the AC algorithm; otherwise, if the rule 
item is deleted, that means the CARs represents items are statistically representative 
and have high confidence values. In section 4.3 will describe the entire proposed rule 
discovery. 
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3.4.2 Rule Ranking 
The most important step in AC is a rule ranking which helps to choose the most 
effective rules for prediction. However, in the process of building the classifier will 
be sorting on the rules that perform through AC technique. Moreover, the first step 
toward removing useless rules and pruning noise is sorting the rules. Actually, the 
rules must be arranged to give the higher quality rule a better priority, which will 
help to build up the classifier and prior to prune redundant rules. 
 
Furthermore, the technique of rule ranking can be used to help in pruning redundant 
rules which is less confidence than general rules. For example if a choice between 
two and more rules in the rule evaluation step occurs, the rule with the highest rank 
is selected. This means, specific rules that have lower order than general rules will 
never be chosen and thus the removed since more general rules have covered all 
objects matching their body in the evaluation step. Generally, rule ranking in AC is 
based on support, confidence and cardinality of the rule’s antecedent. 
 
3.4.3 Rule Pruning   
One of the significant steps in AC mining is cutting down unnecessary rules that may 
lead to incorrect prediction [133]. This step usually happens once all rules are 
discovered and sorted where a procedure or more are called to prune redundant rules.   
For each rule that is sorted, the algorithm evaluates the applicability after beginning 
with the first rule, which is against the training case. However, if it partially matches 
at least one training case that will get the rule inserted into the classifier. Actually, 
most of the current AC algorithms like MMAC [46] and CBA[43] insert a rule into 
the classifier rule even the rule pruning minimize over fitting; that will happen if it 
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has the same class as the training case and it matches the training case. The matching 
between class labels of the candidate rule and the training case does not necessarily 
give an additional indication of rule goodness besides the matching condition 
between the rule bodies. We argue that matching between the candidate rule and the 
training case even if that matching is partial may not totally affect the predictive 
power of the resulting classification models during the prediction step. In section 4.5 
describe the entire proposed rule pruning. 
 
3.4.4 Predicting of Test Data 
In this section, we discuss the proposed prediction method which takes into 
consideration two main thresholds associated with a rule (rule confidence and rule 
support) as a means to distinguish a group of rules that are applicable to the test data 
case. 
 
To produce the classifiers, the researcher has used cross validation to 
logically split the data. The cross validation method divides the training data 
set into (n+1) folds arbitrary and the rules get learned from n folds in each 
iteration and then evaluated on the remaining hold out fold. The process is 
repeated n+1 times and the results are averaged and produced. In the 
experiments, we have set the number of folds in cross validation to 10 
similar to other research studies [43] [133].  
 
Furthermore, in the data mining, the basic objective for classification task is 
predicting the class labels of a previous unseen data (test data).  Moreover, it is 
divided into two groups, first rule, and prediction procedure. The first rule is 
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applicable to the test case classifiers. The prediction procedure is based on one rule 
like those used in MCAR and CBA. Thus, rules prediction group which contain 
algorithms including CPAR [35] and CMAR [102], as well as, the test cases is 
predicting after they scored based on methods that are used for group of rules. 
Actually, there is more than one rule contributing to the last decision by using group 
of rules for prediction. This presents a better chance to condition the test cases 
satisfying through about a single rule to predict. Hence, the prediction step may at 
times produce good classifiers by utilizing algorithms that use one rule. 
 
The prediction algorithm which developed through this study use group rule 
prediction that divided into groups for each class; and then calculate the average 
support values as well as the averages confidence values for each group in the 
proposed rule prediction and predicting test data case. Lastly, it assigns the largest 
average confidence with test case the class of the group. In general, the prediction 
method considers as the largest average support group, where the cases are groups 
with similar average with two or more groups. This method ensures a large number 
of rules during the matching process and therefore the class assignment decision is 
based on multiple rules rather than single rule as in CBA and MCAR algorithm. In 
section 4.6 describe the entire proposed rule prediction. 
 
3.5 Development Classifier and Evaluation 
The proposed AC algorithm is implemented using (Visual Basic VB) and appendix 
D includes some screen shot of the developed system development. Comparison 
study is based on our implementation as well as experiments undertaken using data 
mining package WEKA [137] and CBA [43]. The reason for utilizing WEKA and 
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CBA is due to the fact that other AC and traditional algorithms are already 
implemented in these packages so we do not have to re-invent the wheel and 
implement them again. Chosen algorithms for comparison based on the most 
prevalent in the field of text mining and achieve the highest published results 
[43,106,111].         
Experiments on the different data sets from the UCI [76] and Reuters -21578 [69] 
data collection is conducted using five metrics including prediction accuracy, 
number of rules, Win\Loss\Tie record, the variation between AC algorithms and 
CPU computational time. 
 
  
 
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter, the methodology which is selected for this study is presented. The 
methodology consists of five phases; the data collection is the first phase of the 
methodology where in this phase the unstructured data is gathered, the data 
collection procedures and gathered data for testing our proposed model were 
reported. The second phase which is the design of the classifier model and it contains 
rule discover after that comes the third phase which develop the model to get a 
classifier model in the end of it, the fourth phase was to produce new test data and 
the last phase is to test the accuracy. Details of the experiments which were 
conducted are also given, in order to understand the way of evolution. The steps of 
developing a new model with more precise predictions were incorporated, in order to 
develop models that enhance the association classification mining. Rule discovery, 
Rule ranking, Rule pruning and Rule prediction methods were performed. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
MODIFIED MULTICLASS ASSOCIATION RULE CLASSIFIER 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, an algorithm named “Modified Multiclass Association Rule” 
(mMCAR) is proposed which reduces the number of rules produced by the 
classifier. mMCAR employs a new class assignment method which resulted 
only relevant rules are used to predict test cases. On other hand, the rule 
pruning method considers different scenarios when evaluating rules on the 
training data set during the process of constructing the classification system. 
Details of the proposed classifier are presented in the following sub 
sections. 
 
4.2 Proposed Classifier 
The mMCAR goes through three main phases: training, construction of 
classifier, and forecasting of new cases as shown in Figure 4.1. During the 
first phase, it scans the input data set to find frequent items in the form 
<AttributeValue, class> of size 1. These items are called one-items. Then 
the algorithm repeatedly joins them to produce frequent two- items, and so 
forth. It should be noted that any item that appear in the input data set less 
than the MinSupp threshold gets discarded.  
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Figure 4.1: mMCAR Steps  
 
 
The algorithm of mMCAR would check the confidence values all frequent 
items of all sizes after discovered in first step. CAR will hold a confidence 
value larger more than the MinConf threshold. On other hand, the CARs 
represents items that hold high confidence values and statistically 
representative - if the item gets deleted, and when they completed the set in 
the training data set. The next step is to sort the rules according to certain 
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measures and choose a subset of the complete set of CARs to form the 
classifier. 
 
After the rule is sorted, it gets inserted into the classifier if it covers at least 
one case full or part match to that of the training case, when the similarity  
of class unnecessary. In the last step, the algorithm divides all rules into two 
groups to predict the test case. The mMCAR algorithm is presented in 
Figures 4.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2:  The mMCAR Algorithm 
 
 
4.3 CARs Discovery and Production 
The mMCAR uses an intersection method based on what is called Tid-list to 
compute the support and confidence values of item values. The Tid-list of 
an item representing the number of rows in the training data set in which an 
item has occurred. Thus, by intersecting the Tid-lists of two disjoint items, 
Input: Training data set (D), MinSupp and MinConf parameters 
Output: CARs 
Iterate over D for the set 1S of frequent one-items 
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Generate all CARs as I→C 
Sort R 
Prune redundant rules from R and produce R’ using PRM 
Predict test cases using JCSCP 
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the resulting set denotes the number of rows in which the new resulting item 
has appeared in the training data set, and the cardinality of the resulting set 
represents the new item support value. Such method of computing support 
of all items without scanning (going through) the training data set for 
several times is represented as in Figure 4.3. 
 
The vertical mining using vertical and horizontal layout is a training 
approach and has been used successfully in association rule discovery, i.e. 
[144], and few years ago in classification, i.e. [37, 145]. This approach 
transforms the training data set into items Table that contains the locations 
(Tid-lists) of each item in the training data set, and then it employs simple 
intersections among these locations to discover frequent values and produce 
the rules. Since this approach iterates over the training data set only one 
time therefore it is highly efficient according to experimental studies in the 
literature with regards to processing time and memory utilization. Once all 
items of all sizes are discovered, then mMCAR checks their confidence 
values in a straightforward manner and generate those which pass the 
MinConf threshold as CARs. 
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Input: A set of items S 
Output: set of S produced items 
 
0S  
Do 
For each pair of disjoint items I1, I2 in S Do 
If (<I1  I2>, c) passes the minsupp threshold 
 if (<I1  I2>, c) passes the minconf threshold 
  ),( 21 cIISS   
 end if 
end if 
end 
end 
Return S   
 
 
Figure 4.3: Production of Rule 
 
 
The mMCAR algorithm goes over the training data set only once to count 
the frequencies of one-items, from which it discovers those that passes the 
MinSupp. During the scan, frequent one- items are determined, and their 
appearances in the input data (Tid-lists) are stored inside a data structure in 
a vertical format. Also, any items that did not pass the MinSupp are 
removed. Then, the Tid-lists of the frequent one-item are used to produce 
the candidate two-item by simply intersecting the Tid-lists of any two 
disjoint one-items. 
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 Consider for instance, the frequent attribute values (size 1) (<a1>, I1) and 
(<a2>, I1) that are shown in Table 4.2 can be utilized to produce the 
frequent item (size 2) (<a1, a2>, I1) by intersecting their Tid-lists, i.e. 
(1,3,7,8,10) and (1,6,8,10) within the training data set in Table 4.1. The 
result of the above intersection is the set (1,8,10) which its cardinality 
equals 3,  denoting the support value of the new attribute value (<a1, a2>, 
I1). Now, since this attribute value support is larger than or equal the” 
MinSupp threshold,15%, this 2-item will become frequent. 
 
Table 4.1 
Training Data Set 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RowNo Attribute1 Attribute2 class 
1 a1 a2 l1 
2 a1 a2 l2 
3 a1 b2 l1 
4 a1 b2 l2 
5 b1 b2 l2 
6 b1 a2 l1 
7 a1 b2 l1 
8 a1 a2 l1 
9 c1 c2 l2 
  10 a1 a2 l1 
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Table 4.2  
Frequent Items  
Frequent Items 
Rule Condition Rule class Supp Conf 
<a2> l1 4/10 4/5 
<a1> l1 5/10 5/7 
 
Table 4.3 shows an example data from weather dataset. The parameters of 
MinSupp and MinConf threshold were set to 15% and 50% respectively. If 
the MinSupp and MinConf in the example equal or more than the MinSupp 
and MinConf threshold will pass (not deleted) as a rule.  
 
Table 4.3 
Example Data from Weather Dataset 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Outlook  Temperature  Humidity  Play/Class 
1 sunny  hot  high  no  
2 sunny  hot  high  no  
3 overcast  hot  high  yes  
4 rainy  mild  high  yes  
5 rainy  cool  normal  yes  
6 rainy  cool  normal  no  
7 overcast  cool  normal  yes  
8 sunny  mild  high  no  
9 sunny  cool  normal  yes  
10 rainy  mild  normal  yes  
11 sunny  mild  normal  yes  
12 overcast  mild  high  yes  
13 overcast  hot  normal  yes  
14 rainy  mild  normal  no  
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Table 4.4 shows the MinSupp and MinConf for one ruleitem class “YES”. 
The highlighted ruleitem will be deleted in Table 4.4. The algorithm will 
keep the frequent rule item. 
Table 4.4 
Candidate 1-RuleitemYES 
 Attribute Support Confident 
1 sunny 0.14 0.4 
2 overcast 0.28 1 
3 rainy 0.21 0.6 
4 hot 0.14 0.5 
5 mild 0.21 0.5 
6 cool 0.21 0.75 
7 High 0.21 0.5 
8 normal 0.42 0.75 
 
Table 4.5 tabulates the MinSupp and MinConf for one ruleitem class “NO”. 
The highlighted ruleitem will be deleted in Table 4.4. The algorithm will 
keep the frequent rule item. 
Table 4.5 
Candidate 1-Ruleitem NO 
 Attribute  Support  Confident  
1 sunny 0.21 0.6 
2 overcast 0 0 
3 rainy 0.14 0.4 
4 hot 0.14 0.5 
5 mild 0.14 0.5 
6 cool 0.07 0.25 
7 High 0.21 0.5 
8 normal 0.14 0.25 
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Table 4.6 tabulates the MinSupp and MinConf for two ruleitem class 
“YES”. The highlighted ruleitem will be deleted in Table 4.5. The algorithm 
will keep the frequent rule item. 
 
Table 4.6 
Candidate 2-Ruleitemclass YES 
 Attribute  Support  Confident  
1 overcast ^ rani 0 0 
2 overcast ^ mild 0.07 1 
3 overcast ^ cool 0.21 1 
4 overcast ^ High 0.14 1 
5 overcast ^ normal 0.14 1 
6 rainy ^ mild 0.14 0.66 
7 rainy ^ cool 0.07 0.5 
8 rainy ^ High 0.07 1 
9 rainy ^ normal 0.14 0.5 
10 mild ^ High 0.14 0.66 
11 mild ^ normal 0.14 0.66 
12 cool ^ High 0 0 
13 cool ^ normal 0.21 0.75 
 
Table 4.7 counts the MinSupp and MinConf for two ruleitem class “NO”. 
All ruleitem highlighted will be deleted in Table. The algorithm will keep 
the frequent rule item (the one not highlighted). 
 
Table 4.7 
Candidate 2-Ruleitemclass No 
 Attribute  Support  Confident  
1 Sunny^high 0.21 0.5 
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Table 4.8 rule generations, will keep the pass frequent rule item from one 
and two item in all classes.  
 
Table 4.8 
Frequent Items 
RuleID RuleDesc Rule Support Rule Confidence 
1 overcast YES 0.28 1 
2 rainy YES 0.21 0.6 
3 mild YES 0.21 0.5 
4 cool YES 0.21 0.75 
5 normal YES 0.42 0.75 
6 sunny NO 0.21 0.6 
7 High NO 0.21 0.5 
8 overcast ^ cool YES 0.21 1 
9 cool ^ normal YES 0.21 0.75 
10 Sunny^high NO 0.21 0.5 
 
4.4 Rule Ranking  
In order to give a higher quality rule, the rules must be sorted.  This will 
allow rules with higher priority to be chosen as part of the classifier. 
Through this study, the rules sorted according to the following point [41]: 
1) The rule with higher confidence is placed in a higher rank. 
2) If the confidence values of two or more rules are the same, then the rule 
with higher support gets a higher rank. 
3) If the confidence and the support values of two or more rules are the 
same, the rule with less number of attribute values in the antecedent gets a 
higher rank. 
4) If all above criteria are similar for two or more rules then the rule which 
was produced first gets a higher rank”. 
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For each sorted rule (CAR), mMCAR applies it on the training data set.  
Table 4.9 shows the data from weather dataset after the rule ranking of the 
guidelines mentioned is applied. 
Table 4.9 
Rule Ranking 
RuleID   RuleDesc Rule 
Support 
Rule 
Confidence 
Rule 
Rank 
1 overcast YES 0.28 1 3 
2 rainy YES 0.21 0.6 6 
3 mild YES 0.21 0.5 8 
4 cool YES 0.21 0.75 4 
5 normal YES 0.42 0.75 5 
6 sunny NO 0.21 0.6 7 
7 High NO 0.21 0.5 9 
8 overcast ^ cool YES 0.21 1 2 
9 cool ^ normal YES 0.21 0.75 3 
10 Sunny^high NO 0.21 0.5 31 
 
 
4.5 Pruning Method Partly Rule Match 
A rule pruning method proposed in this study for an AC is discussed in this Section. 
We assume that all candidate rules are extracted and sorted from highest to lowest 
using confidence, support and rule length criteria. 
 
For each training data, PRM finds the first rule that satisfies the training example by 
having all of the rule’s items inside the training example. When the rule is found, the 
algorithm marks it and deletes the training example. However, when there is not any 
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rule that fully matches the training example (do not have a body that could be inside 
the training). 
 
Whereas the PRM ignores the class similarity as it aims to reduce overlearning. 
Table 4.10 shows PRM takes on the first rule that partly covers the training example 
rather than leaving this example to be covered later by the default class rule. By 
doing this, PRM rule pruning method minimizes the number of training examples 
that will be used to make the default rule. The main difference between the PRM and 
of database is that the proposed PRM method includes not only full covered rules but 
also the partly covered rules into the model. In addition, existing pruning method 
considers class similarity between the training example and the candidate rule as an 
important condition to cover the training example and candidate rules. Table 4.9   
lists the 14 training examples. Please note that the last column of Table 4.9 denotes 
the rule that have been used by our method (Classifier). 
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Table 4.10 
Rule Pruning Using Weather Dataset 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.11 
Frequent Item and Rule Ranking for Weather Dataset 
RuleID RuleDesc Rule 
Support 
Rule 
Confidence 
Rule 
Rank 
1 Overcast YES 0.28 1 3 
2 Rainy YES 0.21 0.6 6 
3 MildYES 0.21 0.5 8 
4 CoolYES 0.21 0.75 4 
5 Normal YES 0.42 0.75 5 
6 SunnyNO 0.21 0.6 7 
7 HighNO 0.21 0.5 9 
8 overcast ^ cool YES 0.21 1 2 
9 cool ^ normal YES 0.21 0.75 3 
10 Sunny^highNO 0.21 0.5 31 
 
 Outlook  Temperature  Humidity  Play/Class Classifier  
1 sunny  hot  high  no  7 
2 sunny  hot  high  no  7 
3 overcast  hot  high  yes  3 
4 rainy  mild  high  yes  2 
5 rainy  cool  normal  yes  6 
6 rainy  cool  normal  no  3 
7 overcast  cool  normal  yes  3 
8 sunny  mild  high  no  7 
9 sunny  cool  normal  yes  6 
10 rainy  mild  normal  yes  6 
11 sunny  mild  normal  yes  6 
12 overcast  mild  high  yes  1 
13 overcast  hot  normal  yes  1 
14 rainy  mild  normal  no  6 
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Applying  the partial rule match pruning method on Table 4.10 and Table 4.11, the 
training data on four cases (#1,2) have a full match with rule ID (R7) which the rule 
used to cover the data and delete. The same thing occurs for training data (# 
3,7,12,13) in which Rule ID 1 used to cover the data and delete. Also training data 
(#6) have a full Match with rule ID (R5) and is deleted. Training data (#6, 9, 10, 11) 
in which RuleID 6 has been used to cover and delete the data. Training data (#8) in 
which RuleID 7 has been used to cover and delete the data. Training data (#14) have 
full rule match with no similar class in another methods will use the default class in 
the classifer but using PRM pruning method use Rule ID 6 to cover and delete the 
data. The PRM pruning method terminates when all candidate rules are tested and 
the training dataset is empty.    
 
The above example shows the demonstration of the proposed rule pruning method 
that indeed reduces error by allowing partly matching rule to be part of the classifier 
instead on taking the default rule. All rules that have been applied during the 
classifier builder are inserted into the classifier whereas the remaining rules get 
deleted since they have no training data coverage.  In summary, the proposed PRM is 
as shown in Figure 4.4. The input of the PRM method is the training data (TranD) 
and discovered Rules Rank is (RuleR). And, the output is classifier (C). 
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Figure 4.4: Partly Rule Match  Pruning Method 
 
 
4.6 Joint Confidence Support Class Prediction Method    
In data mining, the basic objective for classification task is predicting the class labels 
of an unseen data (test data). Moreover, it is divided into two groups, namely, first 
rule, and prediction procedure. The first rule is applicable to the test case classifiers. 
The prediction procedure is based on one rule similar to those used in MCAR and 
CBA. Thus, rules prediction group is contains algorithms including CPAR [35]  and 
CMAR [10], as well as, the test cases is predicted after they score based methods are 
used for group of rules. Actually, there is more than one rule contributing to the last 
decision when using group of rules for prediction. This resulted in a better chance to 
condition the test cases satisfying through about a single rule to predict. Hence, the 
prediction step may at times produce good classifiers by utilizing algorithms that use 
one rule. 
 
RuleR’ = rank(RuleR); 
 TranD  in RuleR’ 
 
Find the first RuleR’ in Rn that can cover the current training example (Ti)  
 
If Rn's body inside Ti 
Input the rule into C 
Else discard Ti  from TranD.    
 
If  RuleR’ in Rn that can partly cover the current training example (Ti)   
Input the rule into C 
Else discard Ti  from TranD. 
 
Delete Rn  
End  
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JCSCP shown in Figure 4.5 is a class allocation method based on joint probabilities 
of the rules that are applicable to the test data. This method assumes that the 
classification model is AC based. When a new test data is about to be forecast, the 
proposed prediction method iterates over the rules in the model and finds the all rules 
applicable to the test data. Now if all rules predict the same class then the JCSCP   
method basically assigns that class to the test data on a straight forward manner. In 
cases that applicable rules have different class labels, the JCSCP splitd those into 
groups based on the class value and for each group it computes its weight:  The 
weighted average of multiplying the rules supported with the rules confidence can be 
computed based on the equation below: 



k
i
kk
K
ConfidenceRSupportR
tGroupWeigh
1
)*(
          (4.1) 
Where:               
 
Basically, for each group of applicable rules, the JCSCP multiplies the support and 
confidence of each rule belonging to the group and then sums up all values for all 
rules in the same group and divides that with the number of rules in the group. The 
class belongs to the group that have the highest result is then assigned to the test 
case. In this case, two important factors have been considered by our prediction 
method: 
1) All applicable rules have contributed to assigning the class to the test case 
instead of just a single rule. 
2) Two important parameters associated with the rule has also played a crucial 
role in the process. 
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Table 4.12 shows the set of rules which is derived through the progress mMCAR 
with 20% in Minsup and 40% in Minconf. Figure 4.5 illustrates the idea of the 
proposed class prediction method, which is to choose the majority class between set 
of the representative, general rules, and highest confidence and in the set of rules R 
to predict Ts in the test data. The proposed method classifies a test case, divides the 
rules that are applicable to Ts into several groups based on the class label. Then it 
calculates the average confidence and support for each group. Lastly, the class that 
belongs to the sum of the largest average support and confidence is given to Ts. In 
cases where there is no rule that matches the Ts condition, the default class will be 
assigned to the test Ts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5:  Joint Confidence Support Class Prediction  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Input: Classifier (R), test data set (Ts), array Tr 
Output: Prediction error rate  
Given a test data (Ts), the classification process works as follow: 
  
 test case ts Do 
Assign=false 
rule r in the set of ranked rules R Do 
 Find all applicable rules that match ts body and store them in Tr 
If Tr is not empty Do 
       Group rules in Tr by class label 
      Compute the weight of each group 
      Assign the class of the largest group weight to ts 
 else assign the default class to ts and assign=true 
      end 
             if assign is false assign the dominant class to ts 
              empty Tr 
       end 
      compute the total number of errors of Ts; 
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Table 4.12 
A Rule-Based Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.13 
 Testing Case 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The method can be described through Table 4.13 and Table 4.14. The test case is 
shown in Table 4.13, which are applicable to ts". Now, to classify ts, we count the 
Applicable rules per class, we found that YES class is the largest count so we predict 
class YES" for Ts. 
RuleID RuleDesc Rule 
Support 
Rule 
Confidence 
Rule 
Rank 
1 overcast YES 0.28 1 3 
2 rainy YES 0.21 0.6 6 
3 mild YES 0.21 0.5 8 
4 cool YES 0.21 0.75 4 
3 normal YES 0.42 0.75 5 
6 sunny NO 0.21 0.6 7 
7 High NO 0.21 0.5 31 
8 overcast ^ cool YES 0.21 1 2 
9 cool ^ normal YES 0.21 0.75 3 
10 Sunny^high NO 0.21 0.5 33 
 Outlook  Temperature  Humidity  Actual Class Predicted Class 
1 sunny  mild  normal  yes  Yes 
2 sunny  hot  high  no  NO 
3 rainy  mild  high  yes  Yes 
4 sunny  hot  high  no  Yes 
5 rainy  cool  normal  yes  Yes 
6 overcast  mild  high  yes  Yes 
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Table 4.14 
Applicable Rules for Ts 
 
4.7 Summary  
In this chapter, a new classification based association rule algorithm called mMCAR 
has been proposed. This algorithm employs a new classifier building method that 
limits the use of redundant and misleading rules from taking any part in the 
prediction step. This chapter introduced three new methods to enhance the mMCAR 
accuracy and number of rules. New rule discovery is performed to reduce the 
number of rule generation, new rule pruning with partly rule match and ignores the 
class similarity to more accurate result and reduce overlearning. Finally new rule 
prediction to assigning the class to the test case instead of just a single rule. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Outlook  Temperature  Humidity  Actual 
Class 
support confidant Average 
1 sunny  mild  normal  yes 0.64 1.25 0.40 
2 sunny  hot  high  no 0.42 1.10 0.23 
3 rainy  mild  high  yes  1.42  1.10 0.23 
4 Sunny hot  high  no  1.42  1.10 0.23 
5 rainy  cool  normal  yes  1.84  2.13 0.89 
6 overcast  mild  high  yes  0.49 1.5 0.74 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the results obtained via experiments conducted on structured 
and unstructured data. The experiment on structured data is performed on UCI data 
sets and uses different classification learning algorithms (C4.5, RIPPER, CBA, and 
MCAR) in order to evaluate the effectiveness of mMCAR.  
 
The experiments on unstructured data is performed on Reuters-21578 data sets using 
different classification learning algorithms (CBA, BCAR and MCAR from 
association classification (AC) Naïve Bayes, K-NN and SVM) to evaluate the 
effectiveness of mMCAR.  
 
The main parameters of mMCAR, MinSupp and MinConf were set to 2% and 50% 
respectively in the experiments. Hence, the support threshold is the key factor which 
controls the number of rules produced in AC. Based on that, the number of extracted 
rules will be small if the support value is high.  All experiments were executed on 
Pentium IV machine with 2.0 GB RAM and 2.6 GH processor. We have 
implemented mMCAR using VB.net and MCAR using Java, and the results of 
RIPPER and C4.5 were derived from WEKA [137], an open source machine 
learning tool.  
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5.2 Rules Obtained Using Both the MCAR and mMCAR 
In this section, the behaviour of the new mMCAR algorithm is explained in 
comparison with MCAR algorithm, which contains three attributes as well as the 
class attribute. It is essential to understand how to minimize the number of rules 
when it covers all data between both algorithms manually. In Table 5.1, the 
difference between the pruning methods of mMCAR algorithm compared to MCAR 
algorithm is shown. For the sake of argument let us assume that the MinSupp and the 
MinConf have been set to 20% and 40% respectively for presentation purposes. 
 
 Table 5.1  
Training Data Set 
 Attribue1 Attribue2 Attribue3 Class Rule applied           
by MCAR 
Rule applied           
by mMCAR 
x1 y1 z1 class2 R1 R1 
x1 y1 z2 class2 R1 R1 
x2 y1 z2 class1  Default R1 
x1 y2 z2 class1  R1 R1 
x3 y1 z1 class1  Default R1 
x1 y1 z1 class2 R1  R1 
x2 y2 z3 class1 R2  R2 
x1 y2 z3 class1 R2  R1 
x1 y2 z2 class1 R8  R1 
x1 y2 z2 class2   Default R1 
 
We have applied both mMCAR and MCAR on the training data set depicted in Table 
5.1. The rule discovery phase for both algorithms terminates in the step of 3-rule 
items. Once that has occurred, both algorithms compute the confidence for all sets of 
frequent rule items found to generate those which have enough confidence, e.g. pass 
MinSupp threshold, as candidate rules. Candidate rules derived by the MCAR and 
our algorithm are shown in Table 5.2. All other rules are removed by the algorithm 
and thus MCAR has discovered only eight candidate rules from Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2  
Ranked Candidate Rules Produced by MCAR and mMCAR 
 
Rule 
rank 
Candidate rule Class 
Label 
Support 
Frequency  
Confide
nce 
MCAR 
classifier 
mMCAR 
classifier 
1 (x1, y1)  class2 c2 3 100.00 % (x1, y1)  
class2 
(x1, y1)  
class2 
2 z3  class1 c1 2 100.00 % z3  class1 z3  
class1 
3 x2  class1 c1 2 100.00% x2  class1 x2  
class1 
4 (x1, z1)   class2 c2 2 100.00 % (x1, z1)   
class2 
(x1, z1)   
class2 
5 (y2, z3)   class1 c1 2 100.00 % (y2, z3)   
class1 
(y2, z3)   
class1 
6 (x1, y1 , z1)   
class2 
c2 2 100.00 % (x1, y1 , z1) 
  class2 
(x1, y1 , z1) 
  class2 
7 y2  class1 c1 4 80.00% y2  class1 y2  
class1 
8 (x1, y2)   class1 c1 3 75.00% (x1, y2)   
class1 
(x1, y2)   
class1 
 Default  c1   Default  Default  
 
As soon as the candidate rules are generated, they get ranked according to the 
ranking parameter described in Section 4.4, e.g.  Confidence, support, and rule’s 
number of attribute values (the less the better). The rules after ranking are depicted 
in Table 5.2. In rule pruning, and for each training data excluding the last column, 
our algorithm iterates over the rules (top down) and selects the rule that is partly 
contained inside the training data. So, for our algorithm, rule #1 covers most training 
cases of Table 5.1, and rule #2 covers 1 training data. We end up having 2 rules 
classified from Table 5.1. For MCAR, this algorithm is conservative and requires 
full class similarity between the rule body and the attribute(s) in the training data set 
in addition to identical class. Three rules have covered the training data for MCAR 
and the algorithm was forced to generate a default rule for all data that was 
unclassified.  Both MCAR and our algorithm’s rules are shown in the last 2 columns 
of  Table 5.2. This example proves that our pruning method: 
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1) covers more training data per rule and therefore produces smaller classifiers 
than MCAR 
2) Reduces the utilisation of the default rule which usually may cause high 
errors during prediction 
 
Table 5.3  
Sample of Rules by mMCAR and MCAR on UCI “Cleve” Data Set 
mMCAR MCAR 
X Cleve X Cleve 
Y Cleve Y Cleve 
fal Cleve fal Cleve 
naotang Cleve naotang Cleve 
X&naotang Cleve X&naotang Cleve 
Y&naotang Cleve Y&naotang Cleve 
X&fal Cleve X&fal Cleve 
Y&naotang Cleve Y&naotang Cleve 
 naotang&fal Cleve 
 
Table 5.3 contains sample of rules for the UCI “Cleve” data set produced using 
mMCAR and MCAR. The Table shows that mMCAR produced one rule less than 
the MCAR, that is mMCAR uses only 8 rules while MCAR employs 9 rules. The 
naotang&fal Cleve is not included in mMCAR because by using the Partly Rule 
Matched pruning method, the match between the data and the rules was handled by 
the 8 earlier rules. 
  
Table 5.4 presents sample of rules obtained by mMCAR and MCAR for Reuter’s 
“acq” data set. The Table includes 8 rules and 10 rules for mMCAR and MCAR 
respectively. The Company& year acq and Year& stake acq are the two rules 
that were not included in mMCAR. This is due to the new rule pruning method that 
has found the match for all the data using limited size of rules. The next two sections 
will present the results of the structured (UCI) and unstructured Reuter’s data set. 
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Table 5.4  
Sample of rules by mMCAR and MCAR on  Reuter’s “acq” data set 
mMCAR MCAR 
sharesacq sharesacq 
companyacq companyacq 
yearacq yearacq 
stakeacq stakeacq 
Shares& company 
acq 
Shares& company 
acq 
Shares& year acq Shares& year acq 
Shares& stake acq Shares& stake acq 
Company& stake 
acq 
Company& year acq 
 Company& stake acq 
 Year& stake acq 
 
5.3 Structured Data Set  
In this section, results from different traditional classification algorithms as 
well as rule-based classification algorithms are compared with mMCAR 
based on the prediction accuracy, number of rules, win-tie-loos record, and 
Compression variation between AC algorithms and CPU time. For the 
experiments, fifteen UCI data sets are used [76], and the algorithms tested 
for the comparison are the MCAR [133], C4.5 [41], RIPPER [146] and 
CBA [43]. The reason behind selecting these algorithms is the different 
training strategy used in discovering the rules. For example, C4.5 employs 
divide and conquer while RIPPER utilises heuristic based strategy. On the 
other hand, MCAR employs associative classification. 
 
5.3.1 Prediction Accuracy for UCI Data Set 
The prediction accuracy of the proposed algorithm as well as RIPPER, 
C4.5, CBA, and MCAR is shown in Table 5.5.  Data in the Table shows that 
mMCAR, MCAR and C4.5 achieve consistent accuracy. The comparison 
between mMCAR and RIPPER has shown that the results in mMCAR were 
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more accurate in eleven data sets compared with RIPPER which shown 
more accuracy in (Breast, Iris, Mushroom and Vote) of the data sets. The 
comparison between mMCAR and C4.5 has shown that the results in 
mMCAR were more accurate in eight data sets compared with C4.5 which 
shown more accuracy in (Breast, Glass, Labor, Led7, Lymph and Pima) of 
the data sets. The comparison between mMCAR and CBA has shown that 
the results in mMCAR were more accurate in nine data sets compared with 
CBA which shown more accuracy in (Breast, Cleve, Labor and Win) of the 
data sets.  The comparison between mMCAR and MCAR has shown that 
the results in mMCAR were more accurate in six data sets compared with 
MCAR which shown more accuracy in (Balance-Scale, Breast, Cleve, 
Heart-s, Mushroom and Pima) of the data sets. The mMCAR algorithm 
achieved good accuracy on overall data sets. The mMCAR got more 
accurate results than algorithms (RIPPER, C4.5 and CBA) of the most data 
sets; on the other hand the same results in the experiment were drawn from 
(MCAR and mMCAR). 
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Table 5.5  
The Prediction Clasification Accuracy on UCI Data Sets 
 
The prediction accuracy of all considered algorithms generated from the 
data sets under consideration is illustrated in Figure 5.1. It is obvious from 
this Figure that the rule induction classification approach (RIPPER) has 
achieved the least accuracy and AC approach (MCAR, mMCAR) achieved 
the largest prediction accuracy. The main reason for AC achieving high 
accuracy is attributed to the fact that such approach often investigates the 
complete correlations between the attribute values and the class attribute. 
This usually results in numerous a high volume of knowledge not found by 
traditional classification data mining algorithms. 
Data set RIPPER C4.5 CBA MCAR mMCAR 
Austra 85.2% 86.4% 85.4% 86.1% 86.4% 
Balance-scale 74.6% 64.9% 68.2% 77.0% 76.2% 
Breast 95.4% 93.6% 94.7% 95.0% 93.8% 
Cleve 77.6% 77.3% 83.1% 81.8% 78.9% 
Glass 68.7% 77.6% 69.9% 71.4% 74.2% 
Heart-s 78.2% 79.1% 71.2% 81.2% 80.5% 
Iris 94.7% 94.7% 93.3% 92.9% 94.7% 
Labor 77.2% 85.0% 95.0% 83.5% 83.5% 
Led7 69.5% 73.4% 72.4% 71.8% 73.1% 
Lymph 77.0% 82.0% 74.4% 78.1% 78.1% 
Mushroom 99.9% 99.6% 98.9% 99.6% 99.7% 
Pima 73.3% 77.7% 75.5% 77.1% 76.4% 
Vote 88.3% 87.8% 87.4% 88.2% 87.4% 
Wine 94.4% 93.2% 98.3% 95.7% 95.7% 
Weather 64.3% 71.4% 85.0% 84.1% 85.0% 
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Figure 5.1: Prediction Accuracy on UCI Data sets 
 
mMCAR only considers similarity between the rule body (i.e precedent of a rule or 
Left Hand Side) and the training data which ensures high data coverage per rule and 
therefore less number of rules in the classifier. In other words, we try to balance 
between the size of the classifiers and classification accuracy by allowing a slight 
loss of accuracy in order to have a smaller set of rules. 
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Table 5.6  
The Classification Accuracy Between mMCAR and all Algorithms 
 
Table 5.6 showed that the accuracy performance of mMCAR comparing with the 
entire algorithm used in this experiment. According to the results, mMCAR wins 
with eleven dataset, while RIPPER gets two dataset more accurate. Moreover, 
mMCAR get eight dataset, when C4.5 six dataset more accurate. On other hand, 
mMCAR wins with nine dataset, while CBA get four dataset more accurate. Finally, 
the mMCAR algorithm has six dataset more accurate, while MCAR has also six 
dataset more accurate. 
Data set RIPPER mMCAR C4.5 mMCAR CBA mMCAR MCAR mMCAR 
Austra 85.2% 86.4% 86.4% 86.4% 85.4% 86.4% 86.1% 86.4% 
Balance-
scale 
74.6% 76.2% 64.9% 76.2% 68.2% 76.2% 77.0% 76.2% 
Breast 95.4% 93.8% 94.6% 93.8% 94.7% 93.8% 95.0% 93.8% 
Cleve 77.6% 78.9% 77.3% 78.9% 83.1% 78.9% 81.8% 78.9% 
Glass 68.7% 74.2% 77.6% 74.2% 69.9% 74.2% 71.4% 74.2% 
Heart-s 78.2% 80.5% 79.1% 80.5% 71.2% 80.5% 81.2% 80.5% 
Iris 94.7% 94.7% 93.7% 94.7% 93.3% 94.7% 92.9% 94.7% 
Labor 77.2% 83.5% 85.0% 83.5% 95.0% 83.5% 83.5% 83.5% 
Led7 69.5% 73.1% 73.4% 73.1% 72.4% 73.1% 71.8% 73.1% 
Lymph 77.0% 78.1% 82.0% 78.1% 74.4% 78.1% 78.1% 78.1% 
Mushroom 99.9% 99.7% 99.6% 99.7% 98.9% 99.7% 99.6% 99.7% 
Pima 73.3% 76.4% 77.7% 76.4% 75.5% 76.4% 77.1% 76.4% 
Vote 88.3% 87.4% 87. 8% 87.4% 87.4% 87.4% 88.2% 87.4% 
Wine 94.4% 95.7% 93.2% 95.7% 98.3% 95.7% 95.7% 95.7% 
Weather 64.3% 85.0% 71.4% 85.0% 85.0% 85.0% 84.1% 85.0% 
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5.3.2 Number of Rules for UCI Data Set 
 Number of rules obtains by the proposed algorithm as well as RIPPER, 
C4.5, CBA, and MCAR is shown in Table 5.7. The comparison between 
mMCAR and RIPPER has shown that the results in mMCAR were achieved 
better result in nine data sets compared with RIPPER which achieved better 
result in (Balance-scale, Breast, Heart-s and Lymph) of the data sets. In 
other hand the comparison between mMCAR and C.45 has shown that the 
results in mMCAR were achieved better result in six data sets compared 
with C.45 which achieved better result in (Balance-scale, Breast, Heart-s 
and Lymph) of the data sets. The comparison between mMCAR and CBA 
has shown that the results in mMCAR were achieved better result in seven 
data sets compared with CBA which achieved better result in (Austral, 
Cleve, Led7, Lymph, Mushroom, Pima, and Vote) of the data sets. The 
comparison between mMCAR and MCAR has shown that the results in 
mMCAR were achieved better result in nine data sets compared with 
MCAR which achieved better result in (Heart-s and Lymph) of the data sets. 
The result indicates that the proposed algorithm derives less number of rules 
in most cases than considered algorithms. 
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Table 5.7 
 The Number of Rules for the UCI Data Sets  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An analysis on the number of rules derived by the classifier has been 
conducted. Figure 5.2 depicts the classifier size extracted for each UCI data 
sets using RIPPER, C4.5, CBA, MCAR and mMCAR algorithms. So 
mMCAR algorithm outperformed RIPPER, C4.5, and MCAR on several 
data sets. When the same results for mMCAR and CBA in seven dataset. 
 
 
Figure 5.2:  Number of Rules of the on UCI Data Sets 
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Dataset 
RIPPER 
C4.5 
CBA 
MCAR 
MMCAR 
Data set RIPPER C4.5 CBA MCAR mMCAR 
Austra 185 63 323 185 163 
Balance-
scale 
17 17 43 19 19 
Breast 59 66 78 61 61 
Cleve 101 94 72 100 97 
Glass 28 35 56 36 27 
Heart-s 33 25 32 35 36 
Iris 16 11 38 16 11 
Labor 15 15 37 15 15 
Led7 161 83 53 162 83 
Lymph 51 56 38 47 54 
Mushroom 48 47 38 42 42 
Pima 75 54 36 88 58 
Vote 86 84 40 85 74 
Wine 11 11 33 12 11 
Weather 5 6 6 6 4 
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 The relationship between classification accuracy and number of rules for each UCI 
data set is a positive linear relation. As shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, when the 
number of rules decreases the accuracy also decreases. This is true for the majority 
of the data sets.  
 Table 5.8 The Number of Rules Between mMCAR and all Algorithms 
 
Table 5.8 shows a result for mMCAR comparing to other algorithm used in the 
experiment. The output confirmed that the mMCAR wins eight dataset, while 
RIPPER wins in five dataset less number of rules. The mMCAR wins in six dataset, 
while C4.5 algorithm wins in five dataset. mMCAR has wins in seven dataset when 
CBA wins also seven dataset. Finally, mMCAR algorithm wins in nine dataset, 
MCAR wins in only two dataset. 
 
Data set RIPPER mMCAR C4.5 mMCAR CBA mMCAR MCAR mMCAR 
Austra 185 163 63 163 121 163 185 163 
Balance-
scale 
17 19 17 19 43 19 19 19 
Breast 59 61 66 61 78 61 61 61 
Cleve 101 97 94 97 22 97 100 97 
Glass 28 27 35 27 56 27 36 27 
Heart-s 33 36 25 36 32 36 35 36 
Iris 16 11 11 11 38 11 16 11 
Labor 15 15 15 15 37 15 15 15 
Led7 161 83 83 83 35 83 162 83 
Lymph 51 54 56 54 53 54 47 54 
Mushroo
m 
48 42 47 42 53 42 42 42 
Pima 75 58 54 58 53 58 88 58 
Vote 86 74 84 74 04 74 85 74 
Wine 11 11 11 11 33 11 12 11 
Weather 5 4 6 4 6 4 6 4 
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5.3.3 Win-Loss-Tie Record for UCI Data Set 
The prime objective of present research study is producing associative classifier that 
could be highly accurate by using few rules. Table 5.5 depicts the win-loss-tie record 
for the accuracy metrics of mMCAR algorithm and Table 5.9 demonstrates all 
considered algorithms. We may deduce that the win-loss-tie record for accuracy of 
mMCAR against RIPPER, C4.5, CBA and MCAR are 11-4-0, 9-6-0, 8-5-1 and 6-6-
3 respectively. The mMCAR algorithm is better than RIPPER and CBA and has 
outperformed both on numerous data sets in accuracy of prediction and mMCAR is 
far better than MCAR and C4.5 algorithm based on the number of rules. However, 
the overall average of accuracy on all the data sets considered for mMCAR is best 
among other algorithms which demonstrates its consistency in high quality 
classifiers as per classification accuracy. Alternatively, the win-loss-tie record for 
number of rules obtained mMCAR against all considered algorithms are depicted in 
Table 5.10 and we can conclude that the win-loss-tie record of mMCAR against 
RIPPER, C4.5, CBA and MCAR are 8-5-2, 6-5-4, 7-7-1 and 8-4-2 respectively. 
Therefore, mMCAR algorithm is proved better than all other algorithms except 
CBA. In CBA, the seven data sets revealed similar results which is evidence that 
mMCAR is better than CBA for 7 data sets and opposite also holds true for seven 
data sets as well.   
 Table 5.9  
Won Loss-Tie Accuracy for UCI Dataset 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.10   
Won-Loss-Tie Number of Rules for UCI Dataset 
 
 
 
Category/Algorithm RIPPER C4.5 CBA MCAR 
mMCAR 11-4-0 8-6-1 9-4-2 6-6-3 
Category/Algorithm RIPPER C4.5 CBA MCAR 
mMCAR 9-4-2 6-5-4 7-7-1 9-2-4 
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The mMCAR only deliberates the similarity of training data and the rule body as 
shown in the results that guarantees more and high data coverage per rule, 
consequently classifier having less number of rules. Stated otherwise, the research 
focuses to maintain a balance between classification accuracy and the size of the 
classifiers through permitting a minor loss of accuracy for having a less number of 
rules classifiers. 
 
5.3.4 Compression Variation Between AC Algorithms 
The variations between AC algorithms MCAR, CBA and mMCAR are represented 
in Table 5.11 with total variation and variation for all data sets.  
Table 5.11  
The Variation of UCI Data Set Between AC Algorithms 
Data set N.rule 
mMCAR 
vs CBA 
Accuracy 
mMCAR 
vs CBA 
N.rule 
mMCAR 
vs MCAR 
Accuracy 
mMCAR 
vs MCAR 
n.rule 
MCAR 
vs CBA 
Accuracy 
MCAR vs 
CBA 
Austra 42 1 -22 -0.3 64 1 
Balance-
scale -26 8 0 0.8 -26 8 
Breast -17 -0.9 0 1.2 -17 -0.9 
Cleve 25 -4.2 -3 2.9 28 -4.2 
Glass -9 4.3 -9 -2.8 0 4.3 
Heart-s -16 9.3 1 0.7 -17 9.3 
Iris -7 1.4 -5 -1.8 -2 1.4 
Labor -2 -11.5 0 0 -2 -11.5 
Led7 30 0.7 -79 -1.3 109 0.7 
Lymph 16 3.7 7 0 9 3.7 
Mushroom 4 0.8 0 -0.1 4 0.8 
Pima 22 0.9 -30 0.7 52 0.9 
Vote 34 0 -11 0.8 45 0 
Wine 0 -2.6 -1 0 1 -2.6 
Weather -2 0 -2 -0.9 0 0 
Total  94 10.3 -154 -0.1 248 10.9 
 
Table 5.11 shows the results of the variation between AC algorithm in the 
experiment. The first column of the Table shows the variation between CBA and the 
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mMCAR and the results show that mMCAR increase 94 rule. The 4
th
 column of the 
Table gives the variation between CBA and mMCAR in terms of accuracy and the 
total result show mMCAR increase the accuracy 10.8. The 3rd column of the Table 
gives the variation between MCAR and mMCAR in terms of number of rules and the 
result confirm that mMCAR decrease 154 rules. The 2
nd
 column in the Table 
demonstrates the variations in the accuracy between mMCAR and MCAR that is 
almost same with a difference of -0.1 in total. The fifth column in Table above 
shows the variation between CBA and MCAR in terms of number of rules and this is 
evident from result that CBA decrease the rule 248 rule. The sixth column in the 
Table above illustrates the variations between CBA and MCAR in terms of accuracy 
and the result show that mMCAR increase the accuracy by 10.9. 
 
We can conclude from above discussion and the Table above that the MCAR can 
increase the total accuracy by 10.9 as compared to CBA while MCAR need to 
increase 248 rules. On the other hand, the accuracy result of mMCAR is 31.8 but 
increase 94 rules, while MCAR need 248 rules. This is evidence that the objective is 
achieved as the number of rules are reduced by maintain the competitive accuracy.  
 
5.3.5 Computational Time for UCI Data Set 
This section show the time taken for AC algorithm (RIPPER, C4.5, CBA, 
MCAR and mMCAR) to building the classifier on 15 dataset on order to 
compare efficiency.  Table 5.12 shows the runtime in second obtained in the 
experiment. The runtime revealed that mMCAR is faster than RIPPER, 
C4.5, CBA and MCAR in most data set. The vertical and horizontal 
intersection method that mMCAR employed to find the rules and avoiding 
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going over the data multiple time during building the classifier, are 
responsible for the runtime advantage. For some data sets that have many 
attributes such as the Mushroom data set, the time required to find the rule 
items is substantially minimized in our data if compared with CBA and 
MCAR algorithm. It is obvious from the Table that our method often takes 
less time to find frequent rules items than MCAR due to the reduction in the 
number of joins at each iteration and for each data set.  
Table 5.12   
Training Time for UCI Data Sets Using AC Algorithm 
 
Dataset RIPPER   C4.5 CBA  MCAR  mMCAR  
Austra 0.47 0.22 0.28 0.41 0.30 
Balance-scale 0.23 0.21 0.41 0.29 0.18 
Breast 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.60 0.11 
Cleve 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.13 0.12 
Glass 0.09 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.06 
Heart-s 0.19 0.16 0.21 0.17 0.16 
Iris 0.23 0.21 0.27 0.21 0.20 
Labor 0.14 0.09 0.14 0.09 0.06 
Led7 1.24 0.52 0.37 0.98 0.48 
Lymph 0.19 0.15 0.1 0.13 0.12 
Mushroom 4.02 3.86 2.67 3.88 1.74 
Pima 0.31 0.14 0.08 0.11 0.09 
Vote 0.26 0.17 0.09 0.13 0.12 
Wine 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.10 
Weather 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.6 0.5 
 
 
5.4 Unstructured Dataset  
The mMCAR is compared with rule-based classification algorithms and 
different traditional classification algorithms based on the prediction 
accuracy, number of rules, win-tie-loos record, compression variation 
between AC algorithms and CPU time. The Reuters-21578[69] is the data 
used in the experiment. The Reuters-21578 version ModApte comprises 
9,174 documents which are divided into 2,571 of testing documents and 
6,603 training; An experimenter then develops a categorization system by 
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automated training on the training set.  The algorithms used in the 
comparison are CBA [43], BCAR [39] and MCAR [37] from the 
Association classification approaches while Naïve Bayes [77], K-NN  [147] 
and SVM [148] represent the traditional approaches. We tested the proposed 
algorithm using the minsupp and minconf values of 2%, and 50%, 
respectively.  
 
5.4.1 Prediction Accuracy for Reuters Data Set 
Table 5.16 gives the accuracy of different methods used on the seven most 
populated categories of Reuters-21578. Table 5.14 depicts comparison 
results between the classifiers produced by the proposed algorithm against 
other well-known Text Classifiers. It should be noted that the results of the 
BCAR algorithm is reported in [63] while for MCAR the results were 
obtained via experiment. Comparison between mMCAR and Naive Bayes, 
Naive Bayes didn’t have any result better than mMCAR. The mMCAR has 
better in five data sets, when kNN achieved better results in two data sets 
(Crude and Interest). The mMCAR better in five data sets, when SVM has 
achieved better results in two data sets (Crude and Interest). The mMCAR 
has achieved better results in six data sets when CBA achieved better result 
one data set (Interest). the mMCAR achieved better in five data set when, 
the MCAR has achieved better results in three data set (Crude, Earn and 
Trade). The mMCAR better in five data set the BCAR has achieved better 
results in two data sets (Crude and Interest). As a result, mMCAR algorithm 
achieved good accuracy on overall data sets. 
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Table 5. 13  
Classification Accuracy on Reuters Data Sets 
 
Category/Al
gorithm 
Naïve  
Bayes 
kNN SVM CBA MCAR BCAR mMCAR 
Acq 91.5 92 95.2 89.9 90.2 97.8 98.4 
Crude 81 85.7 88.7 77 88.1 88.1 81.7 
Earn 95.9 97.3 98.4 89.2 99.8 97.4 98.4 
Grain 72.5 88.2 91.8 72.1 95.3 86.5 98.5 
Interest 58 74 75.4 70.1 41.6 83.5 59.2 
Money-FX 62.9 78.2 75.4 72.4 74.3 84.4 93.2 
Trade 50 77.4 77.3 69.7 96.2 89.8 95.9 
 
Figure 5.3 shows the results of the proposed prediction method when our PRM 
pruning method is implemented. All our techniques outperformed the other 
traditional classification and association techniques and are slightly similar to 
BCAR.  
 
Figure 5.3: Classification Accuracy of Reuters Data Sets 
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Table 5.14  
Classification Accuracy Between mMCAR and all Algorithms 
Data set 
Naïve  
Bayes mMCAR kNN mMCAR SVM mMCAR 
Acq 91.5 98.4 92 98.4 95.2 98.4 
Crude 81 81.7 85.7 81.7 88.7 81.7 
Earn 95.9 98.4 97.3 98.4 98.4 98.4 
Grain 72.5 98.5 88.2 98.5 91.8 98.5 
Interest 58 59.2 74 59.2 75.4 59.2 
Money-
FX 
62.9 93.2 78.2 93.2 75.4 93.2 
Trade 50 95.9 77.4 95.9 77.3 95.9 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.14 showed the accuracy performance of mMCAR comparing with other 
algorithm used in the experiment. According to the results, Naive Bayes didn’t wins 
in any dataset compared with mMCAR. While, mMCAR has wins in five dataset, 
where, kNN has win in two dataset as a more accurate. Furthermore, mMCAR win 
with four dataset, while SVM has win in two dataset. mMCAR win in six dataset, 
when CBA win in one dataset more accurate. mMCAR has win in four dataset, while 
MCAR has win in three dataset more accurate. Finally, mMCAR has win in five 
dataset, when BCAR get two dataset more accurate. 
 
5.4.2 Number of rule for Reuters Data Set 
Table 5.15 displays the Reuters text collection derived into the number of 
rules when used on different pruning approaches. mMCAR algorithm using 
PRM approach as well as No pruning, Database Coverage and Lazy. 
Comparison between mMCAR and No pruning, No pruning didn’t have any 
result better than mMCAR. In other hand mMCAR achieved better in five 
Data set CBA mMCAR MCAR mMCAR BCAR mMCAR 
Acq 89.9 98.4 90.2 98.4 97.8 98.4 
Crude 77 81.7 88.1 81.7 88.1 81.7 
Earn 89.2 98.4 99.8 98.4 97.4 98.4 
Grain 72.1 98.5 95.3 98.5 86.5 98.5 
Interest 70.1 59.2 41.6 59.2 83.5 59.2 
Money-
FX 
72.4 93.2 74.3 93.2 84.4 93.2 
Trade 69.7 95.9 96.2 95.9 89.8 95.9 
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data sets, when Database Coverage achieved better results in two data set, 
(Interest and Money-FX).  mMCAR achieved better in six data sets when,  
Lazy achieved better results in one data set, (Money-FX). mMCAR decrease 
number of rules in the most cases. 
Table 5.15 
 Number of Rules Using Pruning Approach 
 
In particular, for all classification data sets we considered, Figure 5.4 mMCAR 
algorithm using PRM produces fewer rules than the other methods. One of the main 
reasons for generating a large number of rules is storing rules that cover at least one 
training document regardless whether the rules classify training document correctly. 
For example, the number of rules generated without pruning method on "Acq" data 
set is 80, whereas rules are generated using PRM is 16; these 64 rules may decrease 
the accuracy and the classification time may increase. Result show that PRM 
reduced the number of rule in 5 dataset as a total reduces the number of rule for all 
data. 
Category Name No 
pruning  
Database Coverage 
(CBA, MCAR) 
LAZY 
(BCAR) 
PRM 
mMCAR 
Acq 80 27 40 16 
Crude 8 4 6 4 
Earn 172 17 55 16 
Grain 5 5 5  5 
Interest 4 2 4 3 
Money-FX 23 12 15 16 
Trade 9 6 8 6 
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Figure 5.4 Number of Rules Using Pruning Approaches 
 
Furthermore, Table 5.16 showed the result for the number of rules of mMCAR 
comparing with other algorithm used in the experiment. The algorithm of No 
pruning didn’t win in any dataset as less number of rules than mMCAR. While, 
mMCAR also win in two data sets, when Database Coverage has win in two dataset. 
Lastly, mMCAR has win in five data sets, when Lazy has win in one dataset as a less 
number of rules. 
Table 5.16  
Number of Rules Between mMCAR and All Algorithms 
 
Category 
Name 
No 
pruning  
PRM 
mMCAR 
Database 
Coverage 
(CBA, 
MCAR) 
PRM 
mMCAR 
LAZY 
(BCAR) 
PRM 
mMCAR 
Acq 80 16 27 16 40 16 
Crude 8 4 4 4 6 4 
Earn 172 16 17 16 55 16 
Grain 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Interest 4 3 2 3 4 3 
Money-FX 23 16 12 16 15 16 
Trade 9 6 6 6 8 6 
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5.4.3 The Win-Loss-Tie Record 
Table 5.17 illustrates the Win/Lose/Tie for accuracy record of the recommended 
algorithm mMCAR out of all considered algorithms from Table 5.13. The three 
values (Win/Lose/Tie) record are the number of data sets for which a method obtains 
higher, lower or equal accuracy respectively as compared to an alternative method. 
The Win/Lose/Tie record of the proposed algorithm are listed in Table 5.17 against 
the selected competitors for average classification rates on the datasets. Won-Lost-
Tie record for accuracy of mMCAR against Naïve Bayes, K-NN, SVM, CBA, 
MCAR and BCAR  are 7-0-0, 5-2-0, 4-2-1, 6-1-0, 4-3-0 and 5-2-0 respectively. 
Table 5.15 on the other hand shows the won-loss-tied record for the number of rules 
in mMCAR against all selected algorithms. We can conclude from Table 5.18 that 
the Win/Lose/Tie record of pruning methods mMCAR and PRM against no pruning, 
database converge and lazy are 6-0-1, 2-2-3, and 5-1-1 respectively. Therefore, the 
mMCAR algorithm are proved to be better against all selected algorithms on 
numerous datasets. 
 
Table 5.17  
Results on Win/Lose/Tie for Accuracy 
 
Category/Algorithm Naïve  Bayes NN SVM CBA MCAR BCAR 
mMCAR 7-0-0 5-2-0 4-2-1 6-1-0 4-3-0 5-2-0 
 
 
Table 5.18   
Results on Win/Lose/Tie for Number of Rule 
Category/Algorithm No Pruning  Database Coverage 
(CBA, MCAR) 
LAZY (BCAR) 
mMCAR PRM 6-0-1 2-2-3 5-1-1 
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The impact between the number of rules and the accuracy is expounded. 
The result illustrates that the PRM obtains the smallest number of rules in 
total. PRM considers partial matching between the training instance and the 
rule during the evaluation step and this is the actual reason of having small 
number of rules generated. This means that the rule can cover a large 
number of training instances than the full matching procedure. As a result, 
number of rules would be less that covers more training instances unlike 
LAZY and database coverage which considers a rule to be significant only 
that rule can cover the training case with full matching between the training-
case attribute values and the body of the case.  
 
5.4.4 Compression Variation between AC algorithms 
 
The variation between AC algorithms CBA, MCAR, BCAR and mMCAR are 
illustrated in Table 5.19 below along the variation for all data sets and total 
variations.  
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Table 5.19  
The variation of Reuter’s Data Set Between AC Algorithms 
 
Data 
set 
n.rule 
mMCAR 
vs CBA 
Accuracy 
mMCAR vs 
CBA 
n.rule 
mMCAR 
vs MCAR 
Accuracy 
mMCAR vs 
MCAR 
n.rule 
mMCAR 
vs BCAR 
Accuracy 
mMCAR 
vs  BCAR 
n.rule 
MCAR vs 
CBA 
Accuracy 
MCAR vs 
CBA 
n.rule 
BCAR vs 
CBA 
Accuracy  
BCAR 
vs CBA 
n.rule 
BCAR 
vs 
MCAR 
Accuracy 
BCAR vs 
MCAR 
Acq -11 8.5 -11 8.2 -24 0.6 0 0.3 13 7.9 13 7.6 
Crude 0 4.7 0 -6.4 -2 -6.4 0 11.1 2 11.1 2 0 
Earn -1 9.2 -1 -1.4 -39 1 0 10.6 38 8.2 38 -2.4 
Grain 0 26.4 0 3.2 0 12 0 23.2 0 14.4 0 -8.8 
Interest 1 -10.9 1 17.6 -1 -24.3 0 -28.5 2 13.4 2 41.9 
Money-
FX 4 20.8 4 18.9 1 8.8 0 1.9 3 12 3 10.1 
Trade 0 26.2 0 -0.3 -2 6.1 0 26.5 2 20.1 2 -6.4 
total -7 84.9 -7 39.8 -67 -2.2 0 45.1 60 87.1 60 42 
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Table 5.19 illustrates the results of the variations between AC algorithm in the 
experiment. The first column in the Table above shows the variations between CBA 
and mMCAR in number of rules. The total result show that mMCAR decrease 7 
rules. The second column of above Table depicts the variations in the accuracy 
between CBA and mMCAR and the total result show mMCAR is better in terms of 
accuracy and increases the accuracy 84.9 as a total. The variations in number of rules 
between mMCAR and MCAR are shown in third column of above Table. The total 
result reveal that mMCAR decrease 7 rules. The variation in the accuracy between 
mMCAR and MCAR are given in fourth column of the above Table and the total 
result show mMCAR increase the accuracy 39.8 in total. The variations between 
mMCAR and BCAR in number of rule are given in the fifth column of the Table and 
the total result show that mMCAR decrease 67 rules. The variation in the accuracy 
between mMCAR and BCAR are given in sixth column of the above Table which 
shows that mMCAR is better in accuracy by -2.2 as a total. The seventh column 
shows the variation between CBA and the MCAR in number of rule which shows 
that MCAR decrease 0 rules while the eighth column show the variation in the 
accuracy between CBA and MCAR and the total result show that MCAR increase 
the accuracy 45.1 in total. The variations between BCAR and CBA in number of 
rules are shown in the ninth column of the above Table and the result show that 
BCAR increase 60 rules. The tenth column of the Table expresses the variation in 
the accuracy between BCAR and CBA and the total result reveal that BCAR 
increase the accuracy 87.1 in total. The variation between BCAR and MCAR in 
number of rule are illustrated in eleventh column of the Table which shows that that 
BCAR increases 60 rules. The variation in the accuracy between BCAR and MCAR 
are given in twelfth column of the Table above which shows that BCAR increase the 
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accuracy by 42 in total. Conclusively, mMCAR as compared to CBA, MCAR and 
BCAR decreases the number of rules as a total in 7-7-67 respectively. While in terms 
of accuracy, mMCAR can increase the accuracy in total for CBA and MCAR 84.9 
and 39.8 respectively. mMCAR got slightly decrease comparing to BCAR in -2.2 
when decrease number of rule 67. The result reveals that our objective is achieved as 
to have a higher accuracy with reduced number of rules.  
 
5.4.5 Training and Testing Time for Reuter’s Data Set 
This section show the time taken for AC algorithm (CBA, MCAR, BCAR 
and mMCAR) to building the classifier on the the training and testing time 
for Reuter’s data set in minsupp 2% and minconf 50%. Table 5.20 show the 
CPU time taken for mMCAR, is 21.44 seconds for training data and 9.83 
seconds for testing data. The runtime revealed that mMCAR is faster than 
Naive bayes, kNN, SVM, CBA, MCAR and BCAR in the training and 
testing time. The vertical and horizontal intersection method that mMCAR 
employed to find the rules and avoiding going over the data multiple time 
during building the classifier, are responsible for the runtime advantage. 
 
Table 5.20 
Training and Testing Time for Reuter’s Data Sets 
 
Method Training time (second) Testing time (second) 
Naïve  Bayes 34.64 16.38 
kNN 32.36 14.92 
SVM 29.73 12.27 
CBA 27.37 11.21 
MCAR 36.22 17.15 
BCAR 42.28 28.3 
mMCAR 21.44 9.38 
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5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, a new classification based association rule algorithm called 
mMCAR has been proposed. The First experiment was to investigate 
structured data UCI and the results showed highly competitive when 
compared with ather algorithms such as RIPPER, C4.5, and MCAR in terms 
of prediction accuracy, Win/Loss/Tie, and number of rule. In other hand, 
compression variation between AC algorithms mMCAR can reduced the 
rule and get a comparative accuracy. The second experimental, for 
unstructured data Reuters-21578 the results is highly competitive when 
compared with traditional classification algorithms such as SVM, KNN, and 
Bayes in terms of prediction accuracy, Win/Loss/Tie, and number of rule. 
Furthermore, our method get a good result if compared with popular AC 
approaches like CBA, MCAR and BCAR with regards to prediction 
accuracy, Win/Loss/Tie, compression variation between AC algorithms and 
number of rule. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
6.1 Conclusion 
  
This study investigated the problem of generating rules with single label multi class 
using an AC approach for structured data (UCI) and unstructured data (Reuters-
21578). This study proposed a new AC algorithm (mMCAR) which applies three 
new methods, namely, rule discovery, pruning and prediction. The contributions of 
this study is summarised in this section. 
 
6.2 Rule Discovery Algorithm that Reduces Computational Time  
This study presents a rule discovery algorithm (refer to section 4.3) that uses vertical 
horizontal format representation in where each itemset has a tid-list consisting the 
row numbers in which the item has occurred in the database. The algorithms that 
utilised vertical and horizontal format have shown to be more effective and often 
better than horizontal techniques or vertical techniques and our CPU time results 
support that (Table 5.3, 5.7).  The proposed method goes over the training data set 
only once to count the frequencies of ruleitems. However, any items that did not pass 
the MinSupp are removed. The MinConf is then calculated and in the event an item 
did not pass the MinConf threshold, it will be removed. This representation enables 
mMCAR to intersect the tid lists of frequent 1-ruleitem to extract candidate ruleitems 
in which the cardinality of any intersection operation between 2 and 1-ruleitems give 
the frequency (support value) of the resulting 2-candidate ruleitems. The same 
process is applied on frequent 2-ruleitems to discover candidate 3-rulesitems and so 
on. 
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6.3 Rule Pruning Algorithm that Reduces the Number of Classification Rules 
The large number of rules is main issue in this research especially if the 
training data set is large. We want to have a small number of the most 
powerful rules. We present in this thesis new rule pruning method called 
Partly Rule Match (PRM) and this is presented in Figure 4.4. Experimental 
results showed that the proposed rule pruning methods improve the 
accuracy of output system and reduced the rule.  
 
The results show PRM get the smallest number of rule in average from the 
two experiments in Chapter Five. The main reason for the less number of 
rules generated for the PRM algorithm is that during the rule evaluation 
step, PRM considers partly matching between the rule and the training 
instance. This makes the rule covers a larger number of training instances 
than the procedure that requires full matching. Consequently, there will be 
less number of rules covering more training instances unlike other methods 
which considers a rule significant if it covers the training case with full 
matching between its body and the training case attribute values.  
 
6.4 Rule Prediction Algorithm that Improves Accuracy 
Prediction is one of the important steps that play a major role to increase the 
accuracy for the system. The challenge here is how to make use of the set of 
significant rules generated after the rule pruning in order to give a good 
prediction. 
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In this thesis we present new prediction method, which is the Joint 
Confidence Support Class Prediction (JCSCP). The JCSCP (presented as  
Figure 4.5) splits rules into groups based on the class value and for each 
group it computes its weight.  The weighted average counts for every rule 
(support and confidence) and choose the predicted class. Experimental 
results showed that our prediction methods outperformed other 
classification methods in the two experiment, namely for structured and 
unstructured data. 
 
6.5 Future Work 
6.5.1 Multi-label in Text Classification  
We intend to extend our work to develop multi-label Association algorithms 
using vertical layout to handle TC problem by extracting very useful 
knowledge missed by current approaches. Consider for example, a 
document which has two class labels “Health” and “sport”, and assume that 
the document is associated 40 times with the “Health” label and 38 times 
with the “sport” label, and the number of times the document appears in the 
training data is 78. A traditional AC algorithm extracts only the rule 
associated with the most obvious label, i.e. “Health”, for the fact that it has 
the largest in occurrence, and even ignores the other potential rule. 
However, it is of benefit to extract the other rules, since they at times bring 
up useful information with a large representation in the database. Meaning 
that the ignored rule may also take a role in prediction and may be very of 
importance to the decision maker. 
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6.5.2 Discretisation  
The first step in TC i.e. pre-processing including remove numbers, stop 
word and feature selection. But the text may contain numbers (continues 
data) that have significant value like the Independence Day and birth dates. 
One possible future direction is to treat text with continuous data. For 
continuous attributes, the Multi-interval discretisation technique of [113] 
can be implemented within an AC algorithm. The process of discrediting 
continuous attributes is briefly summarise by the researcher from [113]. 
“First, the training cases for each continuous attribute are sorted in 
ascending order and the class values associated with each case is given.  
 
The next step is to place break points whenever the class value changes and 
to calculate the information gain[120] for each possible break point. The 
information gain represents the amount of information required to specify 
values of the classes given a breaking point”. Finally, the break point that 
minimises the information gain over all possible breaking points is selected 
and the algorithm is invoked again on the lower range of that attribute. 
 
6.5.3 Pre-Pruning  
 There are three phases for the traditional algorithms of AC, namely, 
prediction, classifier construction, and rule generation. Rule generation 
employs the association rule mining technique to search for the frequent 
patterns containing the classification rules. Building the classifier phase 
removes the redundant rules, and organises the significant rules. Finally, the 
unlabeled data are classified in the third step. Experiments conducted in AC 
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such as CBA [43], CMAR [30], and BCAR[63],  state that the AC methods 
share the fact that even with the present  post pruning methods such as the 
database coverage, the number of rules in the classifier is still large. This 
increases the time cost when predicting test cases.  
 
To the best of author's knowledge, there are some initial attempts to tackle 
the problem of searching space in AC in order to cut down the number of 
candidate rules [38, 43]. Thus, reducing the searching space before 
generating rules is an important future direction.  In other words, we want to 
limit the number of candidate or frequent ruleitems before the rules get 
generated. 
 
6.6 Summary  
This study in association classification text mining, new AC algorithm (mMCAR) 
was proposed, this chapter contain three contribution these contribution are, rule 
discovery algorithm to reduce the disjoin items this will reduce the computational 
time, new rule pruning method called Partly Rule Match (PRM) to reduce the 
number of rules and new rule prediction method Joint Confidence Support Class 
Prediction (JCSCP) to enhance the accuracy, as well as in this chapter also 
mentioned the future work for this study.  
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APPENDIX A 
Part of structure data UCI Dataset  
@attribute  1 
@attribute  2 
@attribute  3 
@attribute  4 
@attribute  5 
@attribute  6 
@attribute  7 
@attribute  8 
@attribute  9 
@attribute  10 
@attribute  11 
@attribute class 
@data 
x,male,notang,fal,norm,147\5+,fal,- 1\7,up,0\5+,rev,buff 
x,fem,notang,fal,abn,- 147\5,fal,- 1\7,flat,- 0\5,norm,buff 
y,fem,abnang,fal,hyp,147\5+,fal,- 1\7,flat,- 0\5,norm,buff 
y,fem,notang,fal,hyp,147\5+,true,- 1\7,up,- 0\5,norm,buff 
y,fem,asympt,fal,norm,147\5+,fal,- 1\7,up,- 0\5,norm,buff 
x,fem,asympt,fal,norm,147\5+,fal,- 1\7,up,- 0\5,norm,buff 
x,fem,asympt,fal,norm,- 147\5,fal,1\7+,flat,0\5+,norm,buff 
y,fem,notang,true,norm,147\5+,fal,- 1\7,up,- 0\5,norm,buff 
y,male,notang,fal,hyp,147\5+,fal,- 1\7,up,- 0\5,norm,buff 
y,male,notang,fal,norm,- 147\5,true,- 1\7,flat,- 0\5,norm,buff 
y,fem,asympt,fal,hyp,147\5+,true,- 1\7,flat,- 0\5,norm,buff 
y,fem,abnang,fal,norm,147\5+,fal,- 1\7,up,- 0\5,norm,buff 
y,male,asympt,fal,hyp,- 147\5,true,- 1\7,up,- 0\5,rev,buff 
y,fem,notang,fal,hyp,147\5+,fal,- 1\7,up,- 0\5,norm,buff 
x,male,abnang,fal,norm,147\5+,fal,- 1\7,up,- 0\5,norm,buff 
y,male,asympt,true,norm,- 147\5,fal,- 1\7,up,0\5+,rev,buff 
x,fem,notang,fal,hyp,- 147\5,fal,- 1\7,flat,- 0\5,norm,buff 
y,male,asympt,fal,hyp,147\5+,fal,- 1\7,up,0\5+,norm,sick 
x,male,notang,true,hyp,- 147\5,true,- 1\7,flat,0\5+,fix,sick 
y,male,asympt,fal,norm,- 147\5,true,1\7+,flat,0\5+,rev,sick 
y,male,asympt,fal,hyp,- 147\5,true,1\7+,flat,0\5+,norm,sick 
x,fem,asympt,fal,norm,147\5+,true,1\7+,flat,0\5+,norm,sick 
y,male,asympt,fal,norm,- 147\5,true,1\7+,flat,0\5+,rev,sick 
x,male,asympt,true,norm,147\5+,fal,- 1\7,flat,0\5+,rev,sick 
x,male,asympt,fal,abn,- 147\5,fal,1\7+,down,0\5+,fix,sick 
y,male,asympt,true,hyp,- 147\5,true,- 1\7,flat,?,rev,sick 
x,male,asympt,fal,norm,- 147\5,fal,- 1\7,flat,- 0\5,norm,sick 
y,male,notang,fal,norm,- 147\5,fal,1\7+,flat,0\5+,rev,sick 
x,male,asympt,fal,hyp,- 147\5,fal,1\7+,flat,0\5+,fix,sick 
x,male,angina,fal,hyp,147\5+,fal,- 1\7,flat,- 0\5,rev,sick 
x,male,asympt,fal,hyp,- 147\5,fal,1\7+,flat,0\5+,rev,sick 
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x,fem,notang,fal,norm,147\5+,fal,- 1\7,up,- 0\5,norm,buff 
 
 
 
Part of structure data UCI dataset 
 
@attribute  1 
@attribute  2 
@attribute  3 
@attribute  4 
@attribute class 
@data 
6\15+, 2\95-3\35, 4\75+, 1\75+, Iris-virginica 
5\55-6\15, - 2\95, 4\75+, 0\8-1\75, Iris-virginica 
6\15+, - 2\95, 4\75+, 1\75+, Iris-virginica 
6\15+, 3\35+, 4\75+, 1\75+, Iris-virginica 
6\15+, 2\95-3\35, 4\75+, 0\8-1\75, Iris-virginica 
- 5\55, - 2\95, 2\45-4\75, 0\8-1\75, Iris-versicolor 
5\55-6\15, - 2\95, 4\75+, 0\8-1\75, Iris-versicolor 
- 5\55, - 2\95, 2\45-4\75, 0\8-1\75, Iris-versicolor 
5\55-6\15, - 2\95, 2\45-4\75, 0\8-1\75, Iris-versicolor 
5\55-6\15, - 2\95, 2\45-4\75, 0\8-1\75, Iris-versicolor 
- 5\55, 2\95-3\35, - 2\45, - 0\8, Iris-setosa 
- 5\55, 2\95-3\35, - 2\45, - 0\8, Iris-setosa 
- 5\55, 3\35+, - 2\45, - 0\8, Iris-setosa 
- 5\55, 2\95-3\35, - 2\45, - 0\8, Iris-setosa 
- 5\55, 2\95-3\35, - 2\45, - 0\8, Iris-setosa 
6\15+, 3\35+, 4\75+, 1\75+, Iris-virginica 
6\15+, 2\95-3\35, 4\75+, 1\75+, Iris-virginica 
6\15+, - 2\95, 4\75+, 0\8-1\75, Iris-virginica 
6\15+, - 2\95, 4\75+, 1\75+, Iris-virginica 
5\55-6\15, - 2\95, 4\75+, 1\75+, Iris-virginica 
- 5\55, - 2\95, 2\45-4\75, 0\8-1\75, Iris-versicolor 
5\55-6\15, 2\95-3\35, 2\45-4\75, 0\8-1\75, Iris-versicolor 
6\15+, 2\95-3\35, 4\75+, 0\8-1\75, Iris-versicolor 
6\15+, - 2\95, 2\45-4\75, 0\8-1\75, Iris-versicolor 
6\15+, - 2\95, 2\45-4\75, 0\8-1\75, Iris-versicolor 
- 5\55, 2\95-3\35, - 2\45, - 0\8, Iris-setosa 
- 5\55, 3\35+, - 2\45, - 0\8, Iris-setosa 
- 5\55, 3\35+, - 2\45, - 0\8, Iris-setosa 
5\55-6\15, 3\35+, - 2\45, - 0\8, Iris-setosa 
- 5\55, 3\35+, - 2\45, - 0\8, Iris-setosa 
6\15+, 2\95-3\35, 4\75+, 1\75+, Iris-virginica 
5\55-6\15, - 2\95, 4\75+, 1\75+, Iris-virginica 
6\15+, 2\95-3\35, 4\75+, 1\75+, Iris-virginica 
6\15+, 3\35+, 4\75+, 1\75+, Iris-virginica 
6\15+, 2\95-3\35, 4\75+, 1\75+, Iris-virginica 
5\55-6\15, 3\35+, 2\45-4\75, 0\8-1\75, Iris-versicolor 
6\15+, 2\95-3\35, 2\45-4\75, 0\8-1\75, Iris-versicolor 
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Unstructured data Reuters-21578 
Part of training data Reuters-21578 
 
@1939 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute class 
@data 
affiliate, sell, unit, york, june, corp, signed, definitive, agreement, pty, group, 
undisclosed, terms, preliminary, reached, march, completion, sale, approval, 
shareholders, stock, exchange, founded, wholly, owned, manufactures, markets, 
products, pct, black, company, acq 
financial, buys, stake, april, systems, chairman, sold, common, shares, corp, 
undisclosed, terms, executive, officer, company, pct, control, martin, board, 
directors, acq 
boeing, merger, period, june, required, tender, offer, argosystems, midnight, dlr, 
share, cash, electronics, firm, acq 
general, partners, sells, gencorp, stake, washington, april, partnership, recently, 
ended, bid, securities, exchange, commission, sold, remaining, pct, company, shares, 
share, market, transaction, york, stock, sale, common, includes, industries, week, dlr, 
hostile, tender, offer, acq 
acquires, stores, june, acquired, undisclosed, amount, cash, acquisition, number, 
owned, company, acq 
chrysler, pact, april, corp, agreed, period, definitive, agreement, proposed, billion, 
dlr, takeover, letter, intent, signed, march, date, reached, companies, plan, deal, 
additional, prior, due, diligence, investigation, company, talks, statement, terminated, 
official, part, donaldson, lufkin, jenrette, analyst, henderson, acq 
buyout, bid, june, products, management, group, withdrawn, dlr, share, leveraged, 
offer, due, continued, results, terms, financing, led, price, current, acq 
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dayton, hudson, buyer, stock, interested, acquired, acq 
plans, sell, unit, june, ended, companies, week, reached, agreement, principle, 
purchase, largest, terms, care, hmo, intends, acq 
ccr, offer, takeover, talks, los, angeles, oct, video, corp, received, investment, 
vancouver, acquire, controlling, company, tender, terms, board, support, additional, 
details, acq 
becor, western, talks, bidder, june, company, lynch, corp, offer, withdrawn, week, 
board, evaluate, plans, today, adjourn, stockholders, merger, agreement, buyout, 
acquisitions, mining, manufacturing, latest, proposal, calls, pct, stock, holders, retain, 
held, management, half, terms, financial, acq 
corp, completes, acquisition, june, completed, privately, held, terms, disclosed, 
company, san, systems, software, development, sales, operate, part, products, group, 
acq 
jwt, group, plc, york, june, filed, suit, enjoin, company, tender, offer, unit, executive, 
peters, confidential, information, clients, court, seeks, units, january, thompson, 
subsidiary, officer, acquiring, stock, make, gains, acq 
receives, takeover, april, industries, seeking, acquired, recently, received, purchase, 
company, identify, parties, investment, march, engaged, seek, purchasers, units, 
corp, acq 
standstill, accord, los, angeles, april, group, reached, agreement, resources, parent, 
companies, acquiring, pct, business, combination, approved, board, company, 
advised, owns, outstanding, common, stock, addition, agreed, vote, shares, 
arrangement, tendering, securities, owned, tender, offer, acq 
industries, buys, business, june, purchased, utility, cash, details, transaction, 
disclosed, annual, sales, sold, formed, subsidiary, manufactures, sells, acq 
total, buys, mining, vancouver, june, resources, standard, purchased, dome, shares, 
cash, companies, acq 
 
errill, lynch, qtr, shr, cts, blah, earn 
loss, april, quarter, ended, bank, chairman, chief, executive, company, profits, 
earned, cent, share, reported, profit, cts, compared, earlier, president, michael, james, 
subordinated, due, agreement, agreements, outstanding, line, reserve, end, day, field, 
sales, force, representatives, dealers, employees, reduce, fixed, statement, affected, 
move, states, continue, director, added, reuter, earn 
genetics, higher, losses, cambridge, mass, april, earlier, increased, quarter, net, loss, 
reported, ended, compared, company, result, strategic, decision, levels, equity, 
development, products, bring, market, february, rose, reuter, earn 
split, april, directors, stock, common, payable, shareholders, record, reuter, earn 
qtr, jan, net, april, oper, shr, cts, revs, avg, shrs, operating, excludes, gains, share, 
quarter, tax, loss, carryforwards, reuter, earn 
qtr, sept, mass, oct, shr, cts, net, sales, avg, shrs, reuter, earn 
qtr, net, april, shr, avg, shrs, assets, billion, deposits, loans, pct, results, restated, 
pooled, bank, include, purchase, loss, provision, reuter, earn 
qtr, shr, cts, blah, earn 
 
feed, wheat, tenders, trade, european, community, increased, export, intervention, 
south, korea, destination, traders, tender, originally, tonnes, shipment, poland, 
tranches, grain 
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onic, tenders, wheat, pakistan, french, cereals, intervention, tender, tonnes, soft, 
food, aid, programme, official, grain, shipped, european, community, shipment, bulk, 
grain 
china, corn, commitments, usda, washington, tonnes, previous, agriculture, 
department, export, sales, report, week, additional, resulted, destinations, total, 
delivery, season, grain 
brazil, grain, harvest, storage, sao, paulo, april, crop, tonnes, agriculture, ministry, 
leonardo, brito, brasilia, year, estimated, normal, loss, harvesting, theoretically, 
distributed, parana, grande, sul, pct, production, regions, crops, maize, grains, poor, 
storing, sacks, loose, shortage, sheer, transporting, evident, reports, enormous, 
queues, waiting, granaries, grain 
pakistan, private, cotton, rice, exports, islamabad, pakistani, government, allowed, 
sector, export, trade, cover, years, planning, mahbubul, haq, televised, import, yarn, 
main, handled, exclusively, state, corporations, high, quality, local, ancillary, 
compete, effectively, world, overcome, domestic, shortages, grain 
ccc, credit, guarantees, rice, algeria, usda, washington, april, commodity, 
corporation, authorized, sales, year, export, guarantee, program, agriculture, 
department, additional, increase, agricultural, eligible, coverage, line, exported, 
september, aid, grain 
export, inspections, thous, bushels, soybeans, wheat, corn, blah, grain 
senate, panel, votes, county, loan, rate, crops, blah, grain 
 
Part of testing data Reuters-21578 
 
@relation testRreuters 
@770 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
@attribute  Word 
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@attribute  Word 
@attribute class 
@data 
acquires, telephone, june, corp, completed, acquisition, company, terms, disclosed, 
acq 
purchase, west, beach, fla, oct, sold, facilities, corp, developer, business, includes, 
plan, country, acq 
times, buy, news, york, june, agreement, terms, disclosed, company, county, 
northeast, country, purchase, includes, acq 
management, april, international, plan, sell, business, group, satisfactory, financing, 
company, intends, pursue, corporate, acquisition, alternatives, acq 
usair, buy, pct, piedmont, shares, tendered, acq 
barnett, banks, files, board, fla, june, bank, filed, suit, savings, insurance, corp, 
companies, district, court, enjoin, adopted, year, seeks, give, proposed, acquisition, 
acq 
brands, acquisitions, york, april, acquisition, distillers, chemical, corp, business, 
tobacco, company, merrill, lynch, year, billion, bid, unilever, agreed, buy, candidate, 
thompson, securities, make, part, morris, reynolds, cash, low, growth, capital, funds, 
spirits, makes, gilbey, decline, acq 
group, cuts, distillers, stake, washington, june, investor, led, family, worth, chemical, 
corp, shares, pct, total, common, filing, securities, exchange, commission, sold, 
prices, ranging, share, required, disclose, stock, acq 
buys, stake, dallas, june, corp, holds, pct, goods, company, stock, acquired, market, 
disclosure, acq 
life, stake, sold, toronto, june, development, corp, agreed, sell, pct, placement, 
quebec, fund, company, buy, common, shares, share, transaction, purchasers, plan, 
acquire, remaining, acq 
computer, buy, products, firm, june, services, acquired, cash, industrial, assets, 
company, acq 
investors, computerland, edelman, york, june, investor, group, agreed, buy, 
computer, retailer, sell, international, corp, today, held, largest, retailing, chain, 
country, bought, led, warburg, pct, owned, founder, money, management, venture, 
capital, firm, disclose, transaction, estimated, stores, generated, billion, sales, year, 
parent, company, officials, reached, comment, funds, retailers, strong, make, forces, 
service, support, recently, give, control, faber, chairman, executive, officer, plan, acq 
gaf, corp, management, group, acquisition, proposal, acq 
 
waltham, bank, initial, dividend, mass, april, qtly, div, cts, payable, record, reuter, 
earn 
plan, white, april, board, adopted, dividend, stock, purchase, common, share, 
outstanding, company, designed, protect, shareholders, control, making, offer, 
shares, response, specific, takeover, attempt, buy, initial, exercise, price, rights, 
approximately, equal, prior, group, acquires, pct, tender, result, entitled, cts, position, 
acquired, existing, shareholder, buys, additional, transactions, effective, expire, 
years, details, letter, reuter, earn 
qtr, loss, calif, oct, shr, primary, cts, profit, diluted, net, avg, shrs, mths, loans, 
deposits, assets, prior, mth, include, operating, carryforward, gains, share, reuter, 
earn 
qtr, net, oct, shr, cts, sales, mths, reuter, earn 
merrill, qtr, april, net, paul, june, shr, cts, revs, avg, shrs, reuter, earn 
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loss, oct, shr, cts, profit, net, revs, reuter, earn 
atlantic, american, qtr, net, atlanta, oct, shr, profit, cts, loss, revs, mths, includes, 
gain, share, gains, cent, charge, reserve, reuter, earn 
qtr, sept, net, calif, oct, shr, cts, revs, avg, shrs, reuter, earn 
country, jewelry, qtr, net, york, june, shr, cts, revs, quarter, ended, company, full, 
reuter, earn 
mths, loss, june, ended, shr, nil, profit, net, revs, full, resources, reuter, earn 
qtr, net, april, shr, cts, assets, billion, deposits, loans, results, restated, reflect, 
acquisition, united, banks, reuter, earn 
standard, commercial, qtr, net, june, ended, shr, cts, revs, full, latest, includes, tax, 
loss, carryforwards, discontinued, reuter, earn 
federal, qtr, oper, net, oct, shr, cts, mths, assets, billion, loans, deposits, operating, 
excludes, tax, credits, share, quarter, early, retirement, association, full, company, 
reuter, earn 
england, bank, qtr, net, london, conn, april, shr, cts, stock, aug, reuter, earn 
industrial, payout, april, qtly, div, cts, prior, pay, july, record, june, reuter, earn 
 
 
lawson, interest, rate, prospects, unchanged, london, oct, chancellor, exchequer, 
nigel, collapse, share, week, implication, domestic, rates, television, interview, past, 
days, upward, pressure, sterling, stayed, crisis, strong, economic, pct, bank, base, 
lending, analysts, frantic, financial, shares, reuter, interest 
sumita, discount, rate, cut, central, bank, blah, interest 
sallie, mae, adjusts, discount, rates, notes, maturity, rate, days, pct, reuter, interest 
japan, ease, credit, bank, policy, told, reuters, responding, bond, market, central, cut, 
pct, discount, rate, prime, leaves, governor, satoshi, sumita, osaka, early, week, 
impossibility, holiday, reuter, interest 
concerned, interest, rate, rise, greenspan, blah, interest 
marine, midland, bank, cuts, prime, rate, pct, effective, immediately, blah, interest 
commonwealth, bank, cuts, australian, prime, sydney, australia, lower, rate, pct, 
overdraft, effective, trends, key, lending, longer, term, latest, cut, rates, recent, days, 
decline, market, range, reuter, interest 
money, market, stg, london, bank, england, morning, system, central, outright, bills, 
band, pct, reuter, interest 
fdic, seidman, higher, rates, banks, oct, federal, deposit, corp, concerned, impact, 
sharp, rise, interest, attending, bankers, convention, expect, economy, banking, 
greater, rate, rises, concern, told, news, conference, reuter, interest 
central, bank, yields, rise, certificates, deposit, higher, monday, offering, rose, point, 
pct, maturities, reuter, interest 
bank, france, leaves, intervention, rate, unchanged, pct, official, blah, interest 
analysts, doubt, fed, firmed, borrowing, rise, cherrin, reuters, york, economists, 
federal, reserve, firming, policy, aid, dollar, higher, discount, window, borrowings, 
latest, period, wednesday, today, show, net, averaged, funds, high, pct, case, support, 
averaging, economist, noted, pushes, borrrowings, argue, catchup, mccarthy, capital, 
markets, spokesman, told, conference, week, caused, add, fewer, reserves, needed, 
market, days, added, temporary, indirectly, monday, customer, repurchase, 
agreements, supplied, system, repurchases, tuesday, put, overnight, repos, clear, 
time, leuzzi, afford, lift, interest, rates, weak, economies, abroad, financial, stress, 
countries, tightened, tumbled, precipitous, drop, yesterday, monetary, substantive, 
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fact, currency, dealers, prevailing, yen, huge, japan, aiming, steady, average, rate, 
early, suspect, reuter, interest 
interest, higher, rates, disbursed, credit, month, pct, rate, treasury, noted, reuter, 
interest 
APPENDIX B 
 
Google stop word Removal List 
 
“a about above after again against all am an and any are are not as at be because been 
before being below between both but by ca not cannot could could not did did not do 
does does not doing do not down during each few for from further had had not has 
has not have have not having he he'd he'll he's her here here's hers herself him 
himself his how how's i i'd i'll i'm i've if in into is is not it it's its itself let's me more 
most must not my myself no nor not of off on once only or other ought our ours 
ourselves out over own same sha not she she'd she'll she's should should not so some 
such than that that's the their theirs them themselves then there there's these they 
they'd they'll they're they've this those through to too under until up very was was not 
we we'd we'll we're we've were were not what what's when when's where where's 
which while who who's whom why why's with wo not would would not you you'd 
you'll you're you've your yours yourself yourselves” 
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Screen Shot Time to Generate Rule  
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